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"To have all the good
nutritous greens a large family
could use all winter, take an old
tub or large wooden box, fill
with richest soil you can find,
set in dark corner of basement
or cellar, fertilize well, after
first freeze dig up 8 or 10 goOd
size Poke roots, set one inch
deep in water and keep well
watered. In two or three weeks
you will have the surprise of
your life.
Pole like asparagus must be
eaten, canned or frozen when 6-,
8" high or it's bitter and tough.
spinach or,
"Cook like
Rex Thompson, president ot the Murray Lions Club, preants a 8500 check to be used toward the
asparagus or slice stalk and fry
of a power rescue tool for Murray and Calloway County Accepting is Gedric Paschall,
purchase
can
You
like okra or egg plant.
as Mrs. Matt Sparkman, and Mrs. John Belt from the Murray Woman's
buy poke greens canned in all treasurer for the project,
drive, look on
the
is
sponsoring
which
Club,
markets.
food
modern
plants,
"In spring pull up
reset in a rich sunny spot and
recharge for next winter.
Anyone not having Poke
available and will send a stamp,
I will send free seeds and information to grow and use "
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Police Foil
Break-In At
Cherry Branch
City policemen on routine
patrol duty surprised would-be
burglars Monday night at the
Cherry Branch, a women's
clothing store on West Chestnut
Policemen Gene Roberts and
Wayne Blackford were on their
nightly patrol at 10.25 p.m and
drove to the parking lot and
around to the back of the store.
Pohce reports indicated that the
burglars apparently had a
lookout, as they left across a
back field when they saw the
police car.
Blackford
Roberts and
and
help,
for
radioed
Polecemen Billy Wilson and
Jerry Lee arrived to cover the
7 front entrance, in an effort to
capture any of the burglars who
might be inside, but entry had
not been gained into the
building.
Police reports said a crowbar
had been used to pry open the
back door to the building, but
that a bar across the door had
kept the would-be burglars from
getting in.
Police reports said that the
burglars needed only to remove
the bar to get inside.
Details of the investigation
and possible clues could not be
released, officers said

The drive to purchase a power
rescue tool for Murray and
Calloway County was aided
yesterday by the donation of
$500 from the Murray Lions
Club This donation represents
a portion of the funds raised
through the annual Lions Radio
Auction held in Dece bee.
According to Gedric''schall,
acting treasurer for the a•e,
this is the largest singl
donation received. Professional

The Weather
Decreasing cloudiness and
turning colder tonight, low in
the mid 20s. Partly cloudy
Wednesday with highs in the
mid to upper 40s. Thursday
partly cloudy and a little
warmer.
Kentucky Extended Outlook
Generally fair with a slight
warming trend. Highs in the
40s Thursday, warming to near
60 by Saturday.
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Six persons have filed for
office in the May 29 primary
recently, according to Marvin
Harris, county court clerk.
James J Denham has filed
for Magistrate of District Two,
K. B McCutston, Magistrate of
District Two, Huel Wimpy
Jones, jailer, Ronald E. Jones,
city council, Don Overbey, city
prosecutor, and Charles Dan
Bazzell, magistrate of District
Four
Denham, of Hamlin, has
worked with the Road Department and has experience in
road construction. He is
married to the former Mary
Revere, and they have two
children, Johnny, 17, and Leslie,
15.
Denham is originally from the
Harris Grove Community,
where he attended Lynn Grove
School. He left for the West
Coast in 1948, and moved to
Tennessee in 1964 He returned
to Kentucky in 1968.
Jones is presently owner of
Jones Ornamental Iron Company, and has also been
_associated with the Hatcher
Motors Sales Department,
Jones Aviation, and was employed on the Murray Police
Department.
Jones is married to the former Emma Lou Hatcher, and
they have three children. Jones
is a graduate of Murray High
School and attended Murray
State University.

•

Overbey seeks the post of city
prosecutor, a position which he
held during the period 1965-1969.
He is presently city judge
Overbey graduated from
Murray State University with a
B A degree in 1959, and
graduated from the Vanderbilt
School of Law in January, 1962
He was admitted to the Kentucky Bar in March, 1962, and
(Continued on Page Eight)

At a cost of 13800, the tool
will be delivered to Murray
training sessions will be col,ducted for those men who will
be responsible, and constant
updating of the machine will bc
done.
Sparkman,
Matt
Mrs
president of the Murray
Woman's Club, stated, -This is
a community _project and any
organization, business, or individual may contribute We
appreciate the Lions' donation,
however all others are also
appreciated. We realize that all
groups cannot give equally, but
we do urge all groups to give
something."

Sherman Mayo Killed In
Wreck In Henry County
Sherman Richard Mayo who
resided near Kline Boat Dock
on Kentucky 1,ake was
pronounced dead on arrival at
the Heqry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., on
Monday at 720 p.m.
Mayo died as the result of
injuries sustained in a one car
accident which occurred near
Moody's Grocery on Highway 19
between the Calloway County
line and Paris Landing State
Park in Tennessee.
Terineltee State Trooper
Alvin Daniel said Mayo was
found in his car, a blue Valiant,
which had struck a large
culvert, by persons passing the
car. The persons noticed the
car, investigated, and found

Mayo in the car, according to
Trooper Daniel. The accident is
thought to have occurred
between five and six p.m on
Monday.
Mayo, age 66, had been
residing in his trailer home near
Kline Boa!,Dock sine 1967 He
was a former resident of
Evansville, Ind., and was a
Navy veteran of World War II
He was born October 77, 1906, in
David County, Ind.. and is
survived by one son. Richard
Mayo of Evansville, Ind.
The body is being returned to
the Miller and Miller Funeral
Home, Evansville, Ind., for
funeral and burial services
The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home had charge of
local arrangements.

Former ler...irlent 11.NrsClon John.o.n
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SAN ANTONIO, Tex.(AP) —
The body of former President
Lyndon Baines Johnson will be
flown to Washington to he in
state in tie Capitol rotunda and
receive the nation's final tribute.
Johnson, whose dreams of a
Great Society were dampened
by divisions at home over a
war in Asia, died Monday of a
heart attack at 64.
Johnson's coffin will be carrind on a horse-drawn caisson
in a procession to Capitol Hill
Wednesday afternoon. A ceremony will be held in the rotunda
Funeral services will be held
Thursday in Washington's National City Christian Church,
after which the body will be returned to Texas for burial in
the family cemetery of the IJ3J
Ranch
Before the body of the nations 36th president is flown to
Washington, it will lie in state
from noon ('Si' today until 8
a.m Wednesday at the LBJ Li-

Diana Beth McCallon Named
Calloway M-D Poster Child
By Kathleen Jones
Diana Beth McCallon, four
month old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Eddie McCallon of Fox
Meadows Trailer Court has
been named the Calloway
Count) March of Dimes Poster
Child for 1973. Her parents both
attended Calloway County High
School, and Mr. McCallon is
presently employed alghe Ryan
Milk Company here in Murray.
Beth was born in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital on
September 18, 1972. The McCallons had waited six years to
have a child, and after an apparently normal pregnancy and
normal delivery, Beth was
finally born. The excitment
which usually' follows the birth
of a child was replaced by fear,
for Beth was the one in every
fourteen children born with a
birth defect.
Beth's problem t open spine, is
not uncommon;, it . is a structural defect which afflicts one in
every 500 babies. Fortunately
her case was milder than many,
and her spinal cord and nerve
were not affected. However,
immediate
an
without
operation, Beth would have
died. When she was twodays old
she was taken to the Good
in
Hospital
Samaritan
1#xington, where surgery was
performed to close the opening
in her spine.
(Continued on Page Eight)

brary in Austin, Tex. There will
be a full honor guard.
Johnson was pronounced
dead at 5 43 p.m. EST Monday
aboard his private plane at San
Antonio International Airport.
The sudden attack ended a
distinguished public career
which saw Johnson rise from
simple Texas roots to both
houses of Congress, to the powerful post of Senate Democratic
leader which earned him the
reputation as a masterful politician, to the vice presidency and
finally to the presidency' after
the assassination -of John F.
Kennedy in 1963.
As the first Southerner to
hold the presidency since Andrew Johnson, his accomplishments in the domestic
fields of civil rights. Social Security, education and housing
were highly praised. He was
credited with pushing through
social programs Democrats had
been trying to enact since the
New 1)eal days of Franklin D
Roosevelt.
When Johnson inherited the
presidency, he inherited the
war in Indochina. Following his
election as chief executive in
1964 by a landslide margin, he
greatly expanded the U.S. involvement in Indochina and opposition to the war mounted at
home The war eventually was
a major factor in his dramatic
announcement in March of 1968
'that' he would not seek re-election.
On Monday, 51 minutes before he was pronounced dead,
Secret Service agents responding to his pleas found Johnson
slumped on the bedroom floor
of his ranch in Johnson City.
and began a desperate 85-mile
trip by air to Brooke Army
Medical Center here in hopes of
saving his life.
Col L.R. theger, chief of pathology at Brooke, performed
iContineed on Page Eight)

Leaf Average
Is $59.35 On
Monday Sales

DIANA BETH McCALLON, four month old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie McCallon of Fox Meadows Trailer Court has been
named the Calloway County March of Dimes Poster Child for
1973. She is one of the local children who have benefited from
funds collected in Calloway County last year.

An average price of $59 L per
hundredweight was recorded
Monday on the Murray tobacco
market, according to local
officiaLs.
Dark-fired leaf sold on the
three Murray floors totaled
273,843..pounds for $162.515.92,
Sales will continue each day
this week, through Thursdoy,
with no sale Friday on Planter's. Grower's and Farris
tobacco floors.
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Burial To Be In Family
me Cemetery On LBJ Ranch

organizations Mrs John Belt. Anyone desiring
civic
and
throughout the city and county information concerning the tool
should contact
have been contacted and are or donations .
urged to respond as soon as Mrs Belt.
possible. Any group that wos
Hurst Performance, Inc..,
not contacted should feel free to developed this protable per
assist in this community-wide rescue apparatus after A.
project.
years of engineering research.
The drive to purchase the The machine, dubbed "jaws of
rest' tool is being sponsored
was developed for the
by. the Murray Woman's Club, purpose of extracting trapped
eading the steering victims from automobile acnd
ttee for the project is , cidents, and was first used at
the Indianapolis 500. However, I

Six Candidates File
For May 29 Primary

Vol LXXXXIV No 19

Funeral for Former
President Johnson
To Be On Thursday

Lions Donate $500 To
Rescue Tool Purchase
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In Our 94th Year

Member of Associated Press
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PARIS i AP)- Henry A. KisBut they gave no indication
singer conferred with Hanoi's whether the cease-fire agreeLe Duc Tho for 3 hours and 45 ment was now complete or
minutes today and then flew whether further decisions were
4 back to Washington, ending a required from President Nixon
negotiating session that the or President Nguyen Van Thieu
White House said was to com- of South Vietnam.
plete a Vietnam peace agreeIt was noted, however, that
ment.
official U.S. and North VietKissinger and Tho emerged namese photographers were adfrom their secret meeting and mitted to part of the session.
shakiht handa&ont of
tieijc -""IfinttiZerffelt thin rail/
,
. tenter on Avenue Kleber in Monday night. By the dine he
sight of the Arc de Triomphe, drove to Orly Airport to-take

off for Washington today he
had spent little more than 16
hours in the French capital -much shorter than his previous
negotiating visits
He told newsmen waiting as
he moved to his plane that he
had no statement to make.
Nor was there any immediate
comment from the other parties to the negotiations.
But the news a_gency_.Agence
teasikserigt:WihOtify
after Kissinger's departure that
-all indications from the vari,

ous sources available in Paris
seem to confirm" that Tho and
Kissinger initialed the accord
before ending their meeting.
In the United States. the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch quoted unnamed sources in Washington
as saying an agreement was
initialed by Kissinger and Tho,
that President Nixon and Secretary-ff StSte William P. Rogers.
will go over the agreement in
Washiwgisai &tit(ti meets. wt.*
b*T1T'fly
1r approes,
to Paris.
s.

'MP White House would not
say whether Kissinger had initialed an agreement.
The French agency, quoting
informed sources, said the

agreement and its protocols of nave met almost daily since the
French sources in Hanoi said
application were terminated be- beginning of the month to agree the North Vietarriese foreign
fore the Kissinger-Tho meeting 'on the details of the protocols, Minister, Nguyen Dux Trinh,
opened
conferred for a record 13 hours was preparing to fly to -Paris to
The technical experts, who Monday
sign the agreement with Secretary of State William P. Ro•
gers.
Sources close to Foreign MinIn making the announcement, underscored by a Ziegler an- ister Tri Van larn of South
press secretary Ronald L. ZicK. nouncenient that Nixon will Vietnam said hr w as planning .
ler said drily that Nixon would nieet witti the entire Cabinet at to return to Saigon by Sunday.
report on tbe status of negotiai A p in arid -the five lop Demo- indicating that the agreement
ti
Usvj
..,:-..., . ,esak,
aputdiran; '
Thek-Orriesia-44111111.4enet-1* of
(Continued on Pate Eight I
Congres-at"h
presidential address was

Nixon To Address Nation On Television Tonight
WASHINGTON AP) President Nixon will address the nation by television and radio at
10 p.m. EST tonight-.?-prkumunicatilejiatialliag
of -the - Weisman' .pear. agreement
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One Snowflake . . .
The soft white blanket of snow left across Middle
Tennessee captures nature's beauty at its most
magnificent. The uniqueness of all those
snowflakes—scientists tell us no snowflake is
another—punctuates the grandeur of a snowfall.
That said, we'll forgive this morning's frustrated
motorists who offer this frostbitten observation
while trying to crest a slippery hill: If you've seen
one snowflake, you've seen them all.—Nashville
(Tenn Banner
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Unfamiliar Name Tags Dot
Map Of Independent Nations
WASHINGTON (AP) — By
latest count, the world has 147
independent nation states—give
or take a few—and a bunch of
unfamiliar name tags dotting
the map. Another is due in
July.
Preparations are underway
for nationhood for the Commonwealth of the Bahama
Islands, a Caribbean neighbor
which has been a British possession.
The Bahamas are expected to
retain their name but not British Honduras, London's Central
American colony, when it gains
independence at some still' trhspecified future date.
British Honduras is slated to
turn into Boelize, the land's native name, when the new national flag rises over the capital.

a

0°

Mire7
1.

Sri Lanka is the island off the
tip of India which became the
independent country of Ceylon
in 1948. Last May, becoming a
republic under a new constitution, it adopted a name
from its pre-British colonial
days.
The biggest state in the heart
of Africa isn't the Democratic
Republic of the Congo any
nuue. It's Zaire_ .
Bangladesh, the latest entry
into the family of nations, was
the eastern wing of Pakistan on
the map before its break-away
war in 1971.
All this comes with the continuing country explosion set
off since World War II with the
dismemberment of once great
empires and the yearning of
the newborn for an identity of
their own, minus a lot of cob ,

Divorced Women May Benefit
From Husband's Social Security

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGES I TLMJES FILE

The Arctic wave moved into Calloway County last
night on the heels of a fairly balmy day. The temCopNy News Servsc•
perature dropped to six above zero last night and
countains awoke to snow covered grounds this
morning. County schools were closed.
The Murray Lions Club brought one share of stock
at $500 each in the Murray-Calloway County Industrial Foundation which now has reached $141,850.
Mrs. E.F. Settle was hostess for the meeting of
Nature's Palette Garden Club held January 16, at
her home.
Marking a major change in its
A big special horse sale including a load of quarter long-range educational
horses will be held at Murray Livestock Company on program, the American College
of Surgeons will sponsor its first
January 26.

College Of
Surgeons To
Meet In April

or;

Increased Production,
Lower Prices Expected
For Pork In New Year

I.EXINGTON, KY. — drop in prices during the last
annual four-day Spring meeting Continued strong hog prices half of
the year. With this anin New York on Sunday, April 1, through the first half of 1973 ticipated
increase
in
through Wednesday, April 4, at with some decline in prices marketings
, Gamble looks for
the Americana and Hilton during the second half of the prices
to fluctuate at the 822424
Hotels.
year. That is the hog market range during the second half of
In a sense, the New York outlook as seen by John 1973.
The expected increase in
Deaths reported are Jess Childers, age 83, who meeting will be a four-day Gamble, Extension economist marketings could bring the
workshop
of business at the University of Kentucky volume of hogs sold close to 1970
died yesterday at his home in Sedalia, and Earl and social devoid
activities. It will College of Agriculture.
and 1971 levels. However,
DeArmond, age 32, of Dexter Route One who died provide eight postgraduate
Gamble points out that prices
Gamble
expects
demand
for
January 21 at the Veterans Hospital, Marion, Ill.
courses planned by nearly 150
should be higher than in 1970
hogs
will
continue
strong
While serving aboard the heavy cruiser USS Los outstanding surgeons working
through the first half of 1973. and 1971 because of increased
Angeles, Oliver C. McLemore, Jr., seaman, USN, closely with the Surgical Consumer
demand is fun- population and greater conEducation arid Self-Assessment
sumer demand for meats
spent the Christmas holidays in the British Crown
damentally
determined by
Program I SESAP1 of the
Colony of Hong Kong during a good will unit.
employme
nt
and disposable
The UK specialist adds a note
College, which now has been
Mrs. Buel Hargis presided at the meeting of the subscribed to by more than income, both of which have of caution for hog producers
Almo PTA held January 16 at the Almo School.
12,000 surgeons, including been rising sharply as the because of possible pressure
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Sound Off" Fellows (members), non- general economic upswing from increased beef supplies.
continues. Demand for pork has This is based on a 10 percent
Fellows and residents.
with Mickey Rooney.
The essential feature of increased in recent years, with increase over 1971 in cattle on
SESAP is a voluntary, self- percapita consumption of pork feed in the six major cattle
administered, challenge rising from an average of 63 feeding states, as reported on
pounds during the 1960's to 73 October 1, 1972. If beef and hog
assessment,
offering
.a
nds in W71.
numbers are increaseing in the
mechanism whereby parHog prices took quite a jump same period, the seasonal
ticipants may accurately
measure how well they have in 1972. The average price decline in pork consumption
The wisdom of this world is foolishness with kept up with surgical progress, received for barrows and gilts and the associated drop in
define for themselves alone the at seven major markets for the prices which normally come
God.—I Corinthians 3:19.
areas in which they are week ending December 27, 1972, after the first of the year could
"What doth the Lord require of thee, but to do
deficient, and follow a con- was $31.61, up 43 percent from be greater than usual because
justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with tinuing education program
the $22.06 price of the same of the increased supply of beef.
Thy God"
matching their individual period in 1971.
needs.
June -November 1972
Some of the courses will infarrowings will supply most of
volve plenary sessions followed
the hogs to be sold during the
by splitting into smaller groups
first half of 1973, Gamble points
to facilitate participation and
out. June-August 1972 farrowing
discussion. The precise format
by Carl Riblet Jr.
estimates were slightly higher
will be determined by the
than those for the same period
The children of the United States are reputed to be presiding chairman
and SESAP.
the tallest, fattest, spendingest, auto-ridingest, representatives. A surgeon may in 1971. Hog producers reported
spoiledest and uneducatedest children of earth's choose one of four courses that they planned to farrow 2.5 Senator Marlow Cook joined
million sows during September
civilized countries. No other country would care to during the first two days of the November 1972, or two percent- with Senator Lowell P. Weicker
meeting
and
select
another 'more than the number
(R-Conn. 1, to introduce the
contest that statement.
farrowed
from four other offerings in the
in those months a year earlier. "News Media Protection Act"
"Backward, turn backward, 0 Time
second two days.
The December 1, 1972 USDA on January 11. Senator Cook
in thy flight;
The nine-hour postgraduate
Hogs and Pigs Report indicated said the purpose of the
Make me a child again, just for
courses will be supplemented
that hogs and pigs on U. S. legislation is to protect the flow
by two days of symposia,
tonight."
farms were two percent less of Information from individuals
panels, lectures and motion
—Rock Me To Sleep, IMO
than a year earlier. However, through the media to the public
pictures.
December, 1972-May, 1973 %Oh reasonable freedom from
farrowing intentions were government intrusion.
estimated to be six percnet
The Senator said great care
higher than the previous year. had been taken to carefully
Farrowing intentions indicate define the standards, methods
4
that hog numbers have stopped and procedures by which news
declining, says Gamble. The sources shall be protected. The
pork supply ic`increasing
bill spells out "who" may inresponse to sharply higher hog voke protection,'what" may be
prices in 1972. The UK specialist protected, "when" _ it is
feels that the full impact of the protected,
and
"how"
increase in production will protection is determined.
probably not be felt until the
He said he had joined Weicker
middle or last half of 1973 or
in sponsoring the bill because he
possibly 1974. Also, this infelt it represented the most
crease in pork prochiction may
responsible and prudent course
be more gradual than past
for the Congress to take in
production increases since the complex
issue of the free
nonfeed costs and effective herd flow
of information.
management are becoming
more important in modern
Good riddance
production systems. In adSTORRS. Conn. 4UPII —
Practice good sanitation as one
dition, the currently high prices
means of curbing the housefly
for corn and soybean meal
:ation.
could slow the increase in hog
universaty of Conproduction.
necticut f:xtension Service
recommends: Use garbage
Hog prices which currently
and refuse containers that
are in the range of 131-133- are
have solid bottoms and tight
expo:toted to be temporary,says
Diapuse pf garbage and
lamble. Prices are expected to refuse allr•ant,(ace a v.v.k and
TWO SOOOPS- --, This 18-foot-long grinding mill
ITIWP
Mien in the warm
decline to the 826-$29 level
measures 15'k feet in diameter
at West Ailis, Wis. It's being cons(ructed ist Allis-Chalm
month.. Dispose of the
during the first half of 1973.
ers Corp. plant there Propellerdroppings of pets
like scoops lift up ore to feed rotating hall mitre Grinding mill is for
Increased Supplies of pork to be permit excessive and Ann't
use in copper mine
anuiunts of
on New Guinea,
marketed in 1973 should cause a
per food outitide the house.

20 Years Ago Today

Bible Thoughtfor Tocla

News Media Act
Introduced By
Senator Cook

Isn't It The Truth!

1,0wc

s,

4.,,en4,1,4-erNeNeN4ede

nial reminders.
Only 70 states covered the
globe a generation ago. The nation-state population has more
than doubled since.
The postwar entries extend
over about one fourth of the
world's land surface, not counting Antarctica. Their citizens
number more than a billion, a
third of the global total.
The largest crop comes from
the old British and French estates. France, once the greatest
landholder in Africa, now owns
only tiny French Somaliland in
that continent of 42 independent
countries.
Of the last 25 to reach nationhood around the world, all but
two used to be British.
When once-colonial lands get
their new name they often are
sensitive about being properly
addressed, relates the State Department Geographer R. D.
Hodgson.
But not Sri Lanka, Hodgson
said. He said that after the
name change the Colombo government wanted Ceylon kept in
parentheses after its new designation. That way established
products associated with Ceylon, _such as Ceylon tea, are
less likely to suffer a sales
drop.

A spokesman for the Paducah also
meet
a
support
Social Security Office has requirement
that
went
provided the following in- something like this: There had
formation regarding social to be a court order calling for
security benefits for divorced contributions to your support in
women.
full force and effect at the time
Most people know that the you file your application; or
wife can receive a social there was a written agreement
security check on her husbands signed by your husband that he
record and that a widow can would contribute to your supreceive on her deceased spouses port and he was actually
record. In addition to this, if the making substantial
conFederal State Market News
woman has worked long enough tributions; or he was actually
Service
January 22, 1973
17
your support.
under social security herself to furnishing
Many women could easily Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
be insured, she is eligible to
Markel Report Includes- 8
draw on the record that pays the meet the first requirements, but
Buying Stations
most. This is common the support requirement simply
left many of them out in the Receipts: Act. 1589 Est. 700
knowledge to most readers.
Barrows and(-MU 25 cents to
One thing that may not be cold. Frequently they took a
common knowledge though is property settlement or child mostly 50 cents higher Sows
that a divorced wife or widow support or both during the strong to 25 cents higher.
can sometimes draw on her divorce litigation and alimony US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 33.75-34.25
former husbands record. This is never crossed their minds. US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 33.25-33.75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs 32.50-33.21
not anything particularly new. Written agreements indicating
It has been the law for the past a man would voluntarily con- US 3-4 260-280 lbs , 31.75-32.50
few years and has benefited tribute to his former wife's Sows
many women throughout the support and cases of actual US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 26.25-27.25
voluntary contributions are US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 25.25-26.25
country.
However, a recent change in rarer yet. As for the former US 2-3 450450 lba, 24.25-25.25
the law is going to make even husband furnishing L2 support, Boars 21.00-24.25
more divorced wives and this too is unusual.
widows eligible. Suppose we
So in essence what actually
start with some basic facts took place under the old support
about this type of benefit to rules, about the only ones who
bring those who are interested drew on their former husband's
January 17, 1973
in it up to date.
record were the ones who had a ADULTS..III
Under the new law as well as divorce decree with a support
NURSERY .3
the old law you must be finally requirement. This meant that a
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
divorced from your husbanll great number of elderly or
Mrs. Khadra Cain Turley and
and you must have been disabled women who had never
Baby Girl, 1612 Miller St.,
married to him for a period of 20 worked, having depended upon
Murray.
years immediately before the their husbands for economic
DISMISSALS
date the divorce became final. support, were left without a
Gordan Taylor Bryant. 1607
This requirement is met if the means of livelihood.
Hamilton, Murray, Miss Jendivorce became final on or after
Congress recognized the nifer Ann Cochran, Route
1,
the 20th anniversary of your possible inequity in the law
and Murray, Mrs. Mytle June
marriage
removed
the
support Whitford, 1506 Dudley, Murray,
The second requirement is requirement. Now if you are a Mrs. Velda
Mae Bucy, Route 2,
that you must make application divorced wife or widow, Hazel.
Mrs. Lola Eudell
for these benefits. In addition retirement age or disabled what Scarbroug
h, 1614 Magnolia,
you must be retirement age. does this all mean to you? It Murray,
Roy Elbert Bynum,
This means if you are filing as a simply means that if you were Route 6,
Murray, Miss Harriett
divorced wife you must be at married to your former Adams
Smith, 2108 Clinton
least age 62. If you are filing as husband at least 20 years prior
Place East, Owensboro, Mrs.
a divorced widow you must be to your divorce you might
be Fannie Mae Sledd, 704 Poplar
at least age 60 or be between eligible for a social security
Street, Murray. Finis Garrett
age 50 and age 60 and disabled check on his record. If you
filed Puckett, Route 2, Hazel, Miss
to work.
in the past and you were turned Minnie Gray Brown,
Box 84,
It almost goes without saying, down because you didn't
meet Hardin,
but you must be unmarried to the support requirement,
file
receive divorced wife's or again.
widows benefits. You may have
January 1973 is the first
remarried since your divorce, month-you can be paid
under
but if that last marriage ended these new provisions
Is Doing It Again!
of the
in death or divorce, you will be social security law. Get
in touch
CLOSED WED.
considered to be unmarried.
with social security office at
[ to prepare for Thur.SaleJ
Under the old law you had to 443-7506 for more information
,
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Mrs. Harris Cues
Speaker At Scho
Session Thursda
Mrs. Anna Ruth Harris
to the morning session
Business and Office
ment at the Murray Voc
School, Thursday, Janu
Mrs. Harris, • who is c
president-elect of the
Chapter of the N
Secretaries Associati
employed at the Murr
surance Agency.
In her talk, Mrs.
outlined the duties
responsibilities of a seer
an insurance office.
phasized that accur
preferred to speed in all
of the office work, that
telephone
personal,
essential in answerin
that a "secretary is
worker," and that a "
who is not neat in appea
less than Weal." .
Mrs. Harris also p
NSA's definition of a
"an. executive assis
possesses a mastery
skills, who demonstr
ability to assume res
without direct supervi
exercises
initially
judgment, and who
decisions within the
assigned authority."
Mrs. Harris is so
speak.to the afternoo
Tneselly, January 23.

Stool Contest
By Girl Scouts
Panorama Sho
Girl Scouts of Troop
Troop 237, Panorama
completed their Stool.0
January 13.
Winners were Firs
Nix Ann Osbron, Tr
Second Place, De is
blefield, Troop 199
Place, Barbie Matto
199; and Fourth Mac
(Jsbron, Troop 199.
Wooden wire spools
by the Tappan Com
furnished each girl in
decorating the sp
making stools from
parents were asked to
girl by teaching the
sew and the use of
materials.
Mrs. Charles Turn
Economics major
Middle School, judg •.
on the basis of nea
originality and desig
Plans are being m
exhibit the stools at
Girl Scout Showcase
in the Student Union
Murray State Uni
March 31.
Junior Troop 1
members and Cadet
with nine member
sored by the Ne
Elementary School
by Mrs. Marjorie
Mrs. Bobby McCu

Mrs. Paul W
Day Luncheo
Using the sub
Forty-Niners," M
Sturm revieu.ed
seven fouaders of
Sisterhood at
Saturday, Janua
home of Mrs. Alf
Jr. The speaker,
her title, said that
%sere all born arou
rush days.
Mrs. Sturm the
the organizalio
beginning on t
Iowa Wesleyan
Pleasant, Janus
Seven young la
experienced the
the Civil War
termath, felt th
group working
common goats.
college girls Wer
(Stafford). Alice
Hattie Briggs I1-1(
Coffin, SJela
field). Franc. R(
and Ella Stewar
The speaker,
philanthropic,
organization, in
1942, especially
highlights of the
Briggs and Alic
these girls," stz
"lived in an era
washot common

CORN is Doing
CLOSE
I” prepare

In
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Futrell-Conley Vows To Be Read

Mrs. Harris Guest
Speaker At School
Session Thursday
Mrs. Anna Ruth Harris spoke
to the morning session of the
Business and Office Department at the Murray Vocational
School, Thursday, January 18,
Mrs. Harris, • who is currently
president-elect of the Murray
Chapter of the National
Secretaries Association, is
employed at the Murray Insurance Agency.
In her talk, Mrs. Harris
outlined the duties and
responsibilities of a secretary in
an insurance office. she emphasized that accuracy is
preferred to speed in all phases
of the office work, that a good
is
personality
telephone
essential in answering calls,
that a "secretary is a teamworker," and that a -secretary
who is not neat in appearance is
less than ideal." .. .
Mrs. Harris also presented
NSA's definition of a secretary,
"an, executive assistant who
possesses a mastery of office
skills, who demonstrates the
ability to assume responsibility
without direct supervision, who
and
initiative
exercises
judgment, and who makes
decisions within the scope of
assigned authority."
Mrs. Harris is scheduled to
speak,to the afternoon session
Inesttily, January 23.

Stool Contest Held
By Girl Scouts At
Panorama Shores

Miss Celia Bea Taylor Becomes Bride Of
Duplicate Bridge
ny
Club Plans Meeting J. D. Williams In Double Ring Ceremo
The Murray Open Duplicate At The West Fork Baptist Church
e Club is the only bridge
Bridg
club in Murray that is affiliated
with the American Contract
Bridge League and master
points are awarded to the
winners.
All bridge players in the area
are urged to attend the Wednesday night session, on
on
January 24, at Gleason Hall
n
North 12th Street. The sessio
er
partn
a
For
p.m.
700
at
starts
or other information please call
Wallace Swan, 753-8838.

Thursday, January 25 .
The Magazine Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. l..J. Hortin,
Association for • Childhood 1803.Lincoln Drive, at 2:30 E.tn.
Education will meet in Room
152 -of the Education, Building,
MSU, at seven p.m. The
Murray Sub-District United
program will deal with an in- Methodist Youth Fellowship
ternational theme.
will meet at the Dexter-Hardin • t
seven p.m. The Church at
Danny council will meet at 6:30 p.m. •
of
al
recit
r
Senio
Russell, clarinet, Camden,
Tenn., will be held in the Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Annex, at eight
p.m.
°donee can help you become the trim
is
The Ellis Center will open at slim person you-want to be Odrinex _
swallowed Conten a.m. for senior citizens of a tiny tablet and easily
loins no dangerous drugs No starving
Murray and Calloway County.
No special exercise. Get rid of excess l
Don Brock from the Menta
fat and live longer. Odrinex has been
Health Department will speak
used suocesstutty by thousands ail ova;
the country for 14 years ()dories Plan
and show a film at the center at
costs 83 25 and the large economy size
10:30 a.m.
$5 25 You must lose ugly fat or your
money will be refunded by your druggist
Wednesday, January 24
No questions asked. Accept no subThe WFC's t wives and
stitutes Said with this &animal by.
fiancees of ROTC Cadets) will
,
Rifles
ing
Persh
meet in the
Room, Murray State UruverCentral Illoopuio tooter
sity, at seven p.m.
Tuesday, January 23

LOSE WEIGHT:
OR MONEY BACK

Winners last week were Mrs.
Beck Wilson and Mrs. Albert
Tracy,first place; Dr. and-Mrs.
Max Carman, secona place,
Steve Yarbrough and William
Hopson, third place

FBIRTHSj

ft=c
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Miss Linda Kay Futrell
the
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Futrell of Murray Route Four announce
ter,
daugh
only
their
of
age
g
marri
achin
and
appro
engagement
Joseph 0
Linda Kay, to James 0. Conley, son of Mr. and Mrs
Conley of Murray Route Five.
l
The bride-to-be is the granddaughter of Mr and Mrs S.t. Futrel
y.
Murra
of
r
Turne
ce
Berni
Mrs.
late
the
and Henry Turner and
is
She is a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High School and
y.
s
Murra
of
ronic
Elect
World
Small
at
yed
emplo
tly
presen
l
The groom -elect is a graduate of Calloway.County High Schoo
and is owner and operator of Small World Electronics.
The wedding vows will be solemnized at the Locust Grove
Baptist Church on Saturday, February 3, at three o'clock in the
s and
afternoon. No formal invitations are being sent and all friend
relatives are invited to attend

Girl Scouts of Troop 199 and
Troop 237, Panorama Shores,
on
completed their Stool Con
January 13.
Winners were First Place,
Nix Ann Osbron, Troop 237;
Second Place; Debbie Stubblefield, Troop 199; Third
Place, Barbie Mattox, Troop
199; and Fourth Place, Tamra
Osbron, Troop 199.
Wooden wire spools, donated'
by the Tappan Company, were
furnished each girl interested in
decorating the spools and
making stools from them. The
parents were asked to help each
girl by teaching them how to
sew and the use of upholstery
materials
Mrs. Charles Turnbow, Home
Economics major at Murray
Middle School, judged the stools
on the basis of neatness, colors,
originality and design.
Plans are being made now to
exhibit the stools at the Annual
Girl Scout Showcase to bewheld
in the Student Union Building at
Murray State University on
March 31.
Junior Troop 199 with 22
members and Cadette Troop 237
with nine members are sponsored by the New Concord
Elementary School and are led
by Mrs. Marjorie Wagoner and
Mrs. Bobby McCuiston.

*It

An evening of fun and food
was planned by the Cadettes of
Troop 237 for the New Concord
Redbird basketball team and
carried out on January 12.
The basketball team was
treated to an evening of bowling
at Corvette Lanes, with the boys
bowling against the girls.
Danny Kingins had high game
with a 153 Laura Shelton had
the most gutter balLs.
After bowling, the team was
treated to burgers, fries and
'drink at a drive-tn.
Counselors for this event were
Bob Allen, principal of New
Concord School, Mrs. Marjorie
Wagoner, leader and Mrs
James Shelton

Beef Menus
Succulent pieces of beef
from neck bones are marvelous in all manner of casseroles, sandwich fillings.
main dish salads — almost
any recipe that calls for slivers of cooked meat

ealt -04611-

P By Abigail Van Buren
No redress
for dress code

hundred years ahead of their
time
Charlotte Mason Sturm, who
recently received her Master of
Library Science degree from
George Peabody. College for
Teachers, Nashville, Tenn., is a
native of Marceline, Mo. She is
a graduate of Coker College,
S.C. and has taught school in
South Carolina and Kentucky.
rush days.
Mrs. Sturm then related how She is also a former librarian
the organization had . its for the Murray-Calloway
beginning on the campus of County Public Library. Mrs.
Iowa Wesleyan College, Mt. Lindsey, vice-president,
Pleasant, January 21. 1869. presented the speaker.
Seven young ladies, having
Mrs. John C Quertermous,
experienced the tragic days of president, presided over the
the Civil War and the af- regular business meeting. Mrs.
termath, felt the need for a larrie Clark, chaplain, gave the
group working together for devotions; Mrs. Harry M.
the
common goals. The pioneering Sparks
performed
college girls Were: Mary Allen secretarial duties and Mrs.
.
Babb)
IStaffordi. Alice Bird i
Charles F. Hinds called the roll.
Hattie Briggs Flousqueti, Alice Mrs. Olga Freeman reported
Coffin, StIela Pearson tPen- that Cottey College For Women,
t),
field ), Franc. Bowies r Elliot
Nevada, Mo., is the only college
rt.
Stewa
and Ella
and supported
the in the U.S. owned
The speaker, who joined
it has recently
and
n,
wome
by
l
philanthropic, educatioqa
had a 23 per cent increase in
organization, in Missouri in enrollment.
1942, especially emphasized the
Other members attending the
highlights of the lives of Hattie luncheon or business session
Briggs and Alice Coffin. "All were Mesdames Maurice P.
S.
these girls," stzted Mrs. Sturm. Christopher,
Henry
"lived in an era when education McKenzie, Hugh 1.. Oakley,
washot common: they were one W.J. Pitman, All. Titsworth,
Ralph H. Woods and L.J.

CORN-AUSTIN

_

100
DEAR ABBY:-Miii, do- we have a problem About
need
junior and senior high school students in Oklahoma
bland
your help (Sirs is a small-town school and thc schthil
dress
a
up
net
They
.
funny
even
isn't
it
is so old fashioned
shorter
Code for girls saying we can't wear our dreabes any
tell
than three inches above ow- kneecaps And they even
it
have
can't
The.
hair
their
wear
to
long
how
the boys
s
any longer than their collar
in
Abby, everyone is so uptight here they are failing
dress
's
person
a
e
that
believ
ly
honest
you
Do
work
their
IN JAIL IN muLDRow, OKLA
affects his behavior'

Using the subject, "The
Forty-Nitiers," Mts. Paul W.
Sturm reviewed the lives of the
seven founders of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood at a luncheon
Saturday. January 20. at the
home of Mrs. Alfred Lindsey,
Jr. The speaker. in explaining
her title, said that the founders
were all born around 1849—gold

to prepare for Thur.Sale

Don't add salt to meat until
the meat is ready to cook
because salt draws out juice
from the meat

Cadettes Honor
Team At Concord

Mrs. Paul W. Sturm Speaker. Founder's
Day Luncheon Held, Sisterhood Chapter

s Doing It Aga!
CLOSED WED.

A baby girl, Amy Elizabeth,
was born to Mr and Mrs. James
R. McMinn, Jr., of Lancaster,
Ohio, formerly of Murray, on
Saturday, January 20, at
Lancaster-Fairfield County
Hospital
They have two other children,
a daughter, Michele, age five,
and a son, James R. III, age
two.
Maternal grandparents are
Mr. arid Mrs. Brandon Dill of
Murray. Paternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. James R.
McMinn of Brockway, Pa.

Hortin
with
• :The next issuating will be
,
Mrs. Freeman in Haiel
p.m.
7.30
at
5,
February

serious studies
DEAR IN: I hate to let you down. but
his
behavior. Kids
affect
DOES
dress
n's
a
perso
show that
ride are more inwho dress like they're going to a hay
clined to horse around.

a
DEAR ABBY I came up with what I thought was
for
tions
resolu
s
Year'
New
of
way
the
in
idea
brilliant
married folks
for
The husband should make up a list of resolutions
of
list
a
up
make
d
shoul
wife
the
and
,
follow
to
his wife
le,
he
examp
For
.
follow
to
nd
husba
resolutions for her
his way
might have me resolve never to ask him to stop on
that's
home and pick up something from the store, because
him
have
might
I
And
it
do
to
day
all
my. job and I have
he'll he
resolve always to call me and tell me if he knows
late getting home
h
My husband told me he thought it was a very foolis
idea and I should forget it
have to
Personally. I can't see what anyone would
e On
spous
the
ted
irrita
that
habits
had
lose except some
nge lists,
Jan. 1. both parties would sit down together, excha
er One
and bargain You know, "Okay, I'll agree to Numb
"
mine.
on
Two
er
Numb
to
agree
you'll
if
on your list,
What do you think of this idea, Abby?
MR& T :IN 1)0PI,IN,
DEAR

MRS. T.: i think it's

New Year's.

any Monday morning

Mr. and Mrs. J. 0.,Williams
iPhoto by Susan A. Clary
and velvet with an empire
Miss Celia Bea Taylor, satin
ine, Victorian neckline,
waistl
and
Mr.
youngest daughter of
p sleeves. She carried
bisho
and
Mrs. Cecil Taylor of Almo,
fur muff centered with a
white
a
of
J.D.
bride
became the
ttia. Her headpiece
Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs. red poinse
fur and white
white
of
was
James M. Williams of Detroit,
on.
illusi
canber
Decem
a
in
,
Mich.
The groom chose Toni Haight
dlelight ceremony at the West
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, as
of
Fork Baptist Church.
man Serving as ushers
best
were
vows
ring
e
l'he doubl
John Witham and Gary
were
the
in
k
exchanged at five o'cloc
both of Murray.
r,
Taylo
afternoon with Rev. Haeyward
For her daughter's wedding
the
of
aw
r-in-l
brothe
ts,
Rober
the bride's mother chose a blue
bride, officiating. As the guests
dress featuring a sheer
crepe
assembled, a program of
and full sheer sleeves. Her
yoke
by
nted
prese
was
l
music
nuptia
accessories were silver. The
Mrs Mark Lassiter.
r of the groom wore a
The wedding was solemnized mothe
ensemble with matching
before the altar decorated with pink
s Both wore corsorie
acces
of
urn
red poinsettias. One large
ions.
carnat
of
sages
the flowers were on each side of
Reception
nonethe
as
well
as
the altar
Following the ceremony a
branched candelabrum holding
tion was held at the
recep
nine white tapers. White satin
Murray: Woman's Club House.
bows marked the family pews.
Mrs. Wanda Rol*rts, sister of"
Presiding at the guest
bride. and Miss Martha
the
,
register were Miss Diane Beale
Beale, cousin of the bride,
Robb
cousin of the bride, and Miss
at the guest register A
ded
presi
the
of
sister
Robin Williams,
program of ,musical selections
bride
was presented by Miss Peggy.
Bride's Dress
Visher
the
to
ted
escor
The bride,
The bride's table, overlaid
altar by her Lather and given in
a white lace' cloth, was
with
marriage by her parents, wore
ed with a centerpiece of
adorn
silk
rice
white
of
gown
l
a fornia
tmas holly and a three
Chris
e
Venic
enhanced by imported
wedding cake. The aptiered
lace and latticed pearls
ments were all of silver.
point
ne
neckli
ian
Victor
a
featuring
Assisting at the reception
and long tappered sleeves
Misses Molly Imes, Gina
were
ending in matching lace ruffles
Lisa Hoke, Susan Imes,
Hoke,
at the wrist.
er Liimpkins. Mrs.
Jennif
and
was
Her cathedral train
and Mrs. Graves
Beale
Joe
banded in Venice lace and
kins, aunts of the bride,
Lanip
elbow
an
wore
She
appliques.
Mrs. Whitt Imes, Mrs. John
length veil of silk illusion atand Mrs. David Nanney
Imes,
tached to a Venice lace camelot
d
serve the wedding guests.
The bride carried a white Bible,
After the reception the couple
with
ced
gift of the groom,enhan
for an unannounced wedleft
white poinsettias and baby's
trip with the bride wearing
ding
breath.
knit pant suit and black
red
a
n
matro
as
Attending the bride
ories.
access
of honor and only attendant was
The bride is a December
Mrs. Steve Tucker of Lexington.
ate of Murray State
gradu
red
of
gown
l
She wore a forma
University'. Mr. Williams is a
senior at Murray State.
Mr. and Mrs. Williams are
now residing at 315 College
Court, Murray.

einee it missed
would be a guinel starting

so good,

date.
s he your
DEAR ABBY You wrote, "You will alway
's wife
father
your
WHO
of
dless
regar
mother's daughter
because the
IS." You are wrong It should be "WHOM"
chje:1 of
entite itra-.e "who your father's wife is," is the
the preposition "of."
prove me
Should your experts on English language
is a living
incorrect, I how to the fact that language usage
ing
s
chang
alway
is
such
as
thing, and
WIFE AND TEACHER
the above,
DEAR WIFE AND TEACHER: Don't teach
it is the
se
becau
t,
correc
is
"
.
"Who
because you are wrong
subject of the clause, not the object.

canDEAR ABBY: With all the publicity about breast
le for
possib
it's
that
g
statin
line
one
read
to
yet
I
have
cer,
know bemen to have breast cancer. They can. I should
cause I did.
right
I discovered two lumps in the region of my
had
I
d,
indee
that,
found
and
r
docto
a
breast. I went to
•
breast cancer.
tube_
It's been a year -since my'surgery, and I continue
48
am
I
time.
in
doctor
the
saw
I
se
y
becau
"clean" simpl
T J. HOLLYWOOD, ('Al.
"I.
ilikkit T.
Thanks for writing.

tixaws.
for one. Warned something new

cool
the
Experience
weightlessness of iantien

a
Sport Sunshiners
collection of breezy mesh
knit 100 per cent Dacron
polyester Wash wear
without a
pack
and
wrinkle Sizes II So 20 in
white sunny green navy
glory blue, fireball red
and sunshine yellow
placketshirt,
Sunstriper
Flare leg pants
Air cooler placketshirt.
Topstitched culotte,

Dixieland Shopping Center

FBLA Section For
School Has Meeting

The afternoon section of the
F'. B. L. A. of Murray
Vocational Center met January
16, with all members present.
Coleen Cavanaugh opened the
meeting by reciting the pledge
along with the other officers and
members. Projects discussed
and adopted were F. B. I,. A.
week, help with March of
Dimes, help with Red Cross,
and help with the Heart Fund.
The . point system was also
discussed.
For the program, refreshments were served and a !lay
Tomlin" record was played..
Mrs. Brenda Nut and Mrs.
Martha Crawford, the club
advisors, were both present.

Poor readers '
Reading authorities say 36
out of every 100 elementary.
school students who need
extra help with reading do not
receive it
One out of every 1ear-11,.
year old children in the.
reed States reads below.the _
level of an average nine year
old

PAGLIAI'S PIZZA
Phone 753-2975

510 Main Street

Free Delivery Every Evening!
* PIZZA
* SPAGHETTI
* POOR BOY SANDWICHES

EVERY TUESDAY ...
Spaghetti Special On ly 99;
Open 4:00 P.M. Every Day%

•
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West Stars Without Jabbar And
Barry For Tonight's Big Match

Bowling
Standings
-.1118-S* A.HIC
.Boviling League
Team
W.
The Men
41,2
Fighting Four
43
Glory Stompers
10'?
P.n Cush.ons
36' 2
wolo ones
33
Be boris
31
Head P.ns
71'
Nigh Ind Game (SC)
Garry E4ans
Phillip Adams
Paul Holland
High Ind Game (NC)
Garry E ans
Phillip Adams
-Paul Holland
Nigh Ind Series (SC)
Garry E,ians
Phdl.p Adams
Richard Scott
Nigh Ind Series (NC)
Ptullin Adams
Garry Evans
amrny,Overbey

L.
19, 7
21
23' 7

By JOE SIOOSHIL
.
Associated Press Sports Writer
CHICAGO a AP) — With Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Rick
Barry missing, the West will be
hard pressed tonight to score a
third straight victory over the
East in the National Baksetball
Association's 23rd
All-Star
game
Chicago will host the classic
for the first time and a capacity. crowd of 20,000 is expected
for the nationally televised contest, ABC, 9 p.m., EST.
Jabbar, the former Lew AIeindor and super star of the
Milwaukee Bucks, announced
his withdrawal Monday night
for ••personal reasons."
Barry. the high-scoring ace of
the Golden State Warriors, suffered an ankle injury in Milwaukee Sunday and had to
withdraw Jabbar will be replaced by Bob Love of the Chicago Bulls and Barry's replacement will be Connie Hawkins of

the Phoenix Suns.
It was not known to what extent Jabber's withdrawal had
to do with an incident over the
weekend when seven members
of a Muslim sect to which Jabber belonged were killed in
Washington. DC. Jabber once
owned the residence where the
killings took place but had donated it to the Muslim group.
Without Jabbar, West Coach
Bill Sharman of the Los Angeles Lakers will have only two
pivotrnen- Wilt Chamberlain of
the takers and Nate Thurmond
of Golden State,

with Los Angeles teammate
Chamberlain, will be making a
13th All-Star appearance to tie
the record set by Bob Cousy.
Featuring the West attack
will be 6-foot-1 Nate Archibald
of the Kansas City-Omaha
Kings. Archibald, the NBA's
leading scorer, was the top
vote-getter in the All-Star balloting.
Hemsohn will have two of his
Celtics in the starting line-up-John Havlicek, who will be
making his eighth All-Star appearance, and Dave Cowens.
Alsct scheduled • to start for
the East is colorful Pete Maravich of Atlanta, who will be
making his first All-Star appearanee. Marovich probably
will team at the guard position
with Walt Frazier of the New
_York Mucks.
Dave DeBusschere, also of
New York, figures to be a
starting forward for the East

Mitchell Leads
Eastern To Win
MURFREESBORO,
Tenn.
4A1" Charlie Mitchell poured
in :.e; points to lead Eastern
Kentucky's Colonels to an 80-77
victory over Middle Tennessee
Monday night in Ohio Valley
(•onference basketball action.
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Foreman Batters Frazier
As Champ Goes In Second

By WILL GRIMSLEY
"I didn't want to hurt him had attempted to outstare the
AP Special Correspondent.. any more," he said. "I kept challenger at the weigh-in, at
KINGSTON,Jamaica I AP) — begging Yancey Durham ( Fra- which the champion tipped the
36'
The boxing world woke up to- zier's trainer and manager to scales at 214 and Foreman at
1
Mitchell,
209
Eastern's 6-3 for- day with a
new heavyweight stop it:'
193
ward,
picked
14
up
of
his
points
champion, a 24-year-old former
168
-[?:m going to sit you on the
The swiftness of the turnover 217
in the first half.
delinquent whose mild manners of boxing's most prized crown ground,George," Frazier warn279
ed his rival. But Foreman
Eastern had a 44-35 halftime and tender heart belie a pair of was almost unbelievable.
225
708
lead then threatened to blow the most devastating fists the
Frazier, a brawling ex- didn't scare easily.
Frazier, a renowned aggresthe game away with a 67-49 game has seen.
SOS
slaughterhouse butcher, had
George Foreman sent Joe flailed his way through 29 oppo- sor, who has whipped his oppo478
lead with 9:01 left in the game.
441
Frazier spinning to the ice blue nents as a pro, knocking out
25 nents into submission with a
The Blue Raiders managed to canvas six times Monday night
574
of them, and 22 months ago had head-bowed, bore-in attack that
cut the edge to 80-77 with Jim and stopped the fierce, hard568
beaten Muhammad Ali in the resembles a berserk pile-driv567
Drew 'a layup shot with 30 sec- punching defending champ in
er, came out swinging. But
so-called Fight of the Century.
High Averages
Toni Heinsohn will direct the
onds remaining but were 1:35 of the second round in a
Foreman didn't back up an
Garry E sans
Matched
against
untested-the
/52
East squad for the second
unable to get any closer.
staggering upset.
inch. His 6-foot-3 inch frame
*away Wreani
Foreman
sultry
on
tropical
this
142
straight year. Although the
Foreman appeared almost on island in a bizarre atmosphere, erect in his familiar stand-up
R,charcl Sr Ott
139
The Raiders failed to score
East holds a 144 edge. In the
Ph.11.0 Adams
138
the verge of tears moments Frazier had been installed
t-theirthree
last
shots.
a 3'2 style, he lashed out with twistBob Hargrove
137
series which began in 1951, the
afterward when newsmen to I favonte.
ing left hooks.
Doug McCann
135
Sisneros,a
Tim
freshman
cen•
West won the last two games.
Charles Parker
131
Snap. Frazier's head went
Certainly, he and his supportter, hit on 21 points and picked swooped down on him in his
Paul Hallam
The West won 106-107 in 1971
127
Beverly Rogers
off 12 rebounds to lead the tight little dressing room in the ers had no idea that he would back but the champion contin125
and by a 112-110 count last year
Nancy Utterback
catacombs of Kingston's Na- lose the title under such cir- ued to move forward, swinging.
120
Raiders.
on Jerry West's basket with
tional Stadium.
cumstances and thus forfeit Snap, snap. •
two seconds left. West, along
Midway through the first
what promoters had said would
MURRAY AJBC
round.
Foreman caught thebe
a
million
120
extravaga
nza
BANTAM DIVISION
Bowling league
between Frazier and Ali in champion flush on his bearded
June, probably in Houston's As- chin with a thundering upT.oets
percut. Frazier crumbled to the
trodome.
Corvette Cong
floor but bounced up, taking the
The Kats
heavyweig
Now
the
division
ht
Not Shots
is in disarray. Foreman is the regulation eight-count.
ROyals
Frazier hung on gamely but
Bullets
new king and will call the
Tornadoes
25
39
shots. Neither Frazier, who in- niornents later, a pair of thuddSuper' Stars
20
44
The Murray Middle School
In the seventh grade game, sists he wants a rematch, nor ing rights dropped the chamNigh Ind. Game (SC)
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS spurted ahead on six straight 17 of 18 foulshots for the night.
basketball learns closed their Murray trailed by a point at All, who is waiting
Dad StorY
162
in the pion a second time. Before the
Ke.th Overbey
Murray edged out Tennessee points to regain its cushion.
152
Phil Storm was game-high season last night bApicking up halftime and by the end of the wings, is in his immediat
e fu- end of the round, a third
Jett Reed
134
Tech 73-72. while Morehead
Tony Stroud pumped in 21 with 20 points for Union, as wins in Paducah dyer St. third quarter the two teams
smashing blow sent Frazier
Nigh Ind. Game (NC)
ture.
dumped Western Kentucky 85- points for Western, with Ray Wilson added 17
Keith overoey
Thomas More The seventh were in a 25-25 be.
212
"I
am
thinking
not
about any spinning underneath the bottom
David Story
211
69 in Ohio Valley. Conference Bowerman adding 15 points anti
Steve Richardson led Centre graders whipped their hosts 40But the last period found big fights now," he said
Wham Sm.th
177
after- strand of red rope.
seizing 16 rebounds
basketball Monday night.
with 18 and Don Peden contrib- 3.3 while the eighth graders Murray outscoring St. Thomas
Nigh Ind Series (SC)
The champion's eyes were
ward. "I want a long rest. I
Day.ci Story
Kentucky Wesleyan broke uted 14.
In non-conference action,
373
romped to' a 67-37 win
More 15-8 to take the seven point want to go home and
glazed and his legs were like
Ke.th Oyerbey
see
my
153
open
an
Kentucky
eight-game Kentucky
Wesleyan trounced
win
icily when he staggered to his
Jett Reed
new daughter
346
Kentucky State 123-93, as Union State winning streak by dumpFrank Gilliam, who had an
•'After that, I want to gq all corner at the end of the round
Nigh Ind Series (NC)
College came from behind to ing the visitors 173-93
excellent night on the boards, around the country
Keith Overbey
As the bell for the second
533
--to Houston
Steve Walker poured in 35
defeat Centre 67-62
Day.d StOr Y
led the Tigers with a 23 point -and cities like
570
round sounded, Frazier came
that—and
talk
to
Wham Sm ,th
490
With five seconds left to play. points for Wesleyan, Jyronna
production. The win leaves the kids. I want
Nigh Averages
to tell them they out courageously, throwing left
Murray's Mike Coleman Ralston added a and Mike Wilseventh graders with a 7-5 slate. cansclo anything
Err Story
110
they want if hooks. A crashing right to the
Don Hargrove
hams
scrapped
26 en route to the win.
109
for a loose ball and
jaw fse
sent
the
ounrth ume the canvas for
they
try.
I
am
an
Bryan Scott
example.
"
The
105
eighth
graders
had no
popped in a shot that gave his
Wesleyan, using a full-court
Susan Rogers
97
The
new
champion
received
trouble at all in breezing to their
Shqrr Reguarth
team the winning 73-72 edge press, forced 21 Kentucky State
97
The referee had trouble getwin. Murray stretched a 14-11 $375,000 against 20 per' cent of
Jett Reed
95
turnovers, while giving up the
over Tennessee Tech.
ting Foreman to a neutral corCraig Thurman
the
fight's
gross
92
while
Frazier
first
period
lead
into
a
35-15
ball only seven times
Mack Wmchester
By 711E ASSOCIATED PRESS. State, which received the only
90 •
was guaranteed $850,000 against ner. Foreman walked toward
Tennessee Tech took the lead
halftime bulge and Coach
Bob Whitley was high scorer
UCLA, moving in on college other first-place vote, had 756
42'7 per cent, but it is Foreman Frazier's corner and began
'with .16 left on a bucket by
for Kentucky State with 34 basketball's all-time winning points. Last week, it was UCLA Charles Reed emptied the
who now is an a position to talk looking at Yancey Durham, the
Wayne Pack, but Coleman's
bench in the final half
points, as Leon Harris added streak, and North Carolina by 778 to 674.
Dinar or Dollar
to
promoters in million-dollar champion's manager, as if askshot
clinched
the
win,
after
Bowling League
24.
With the victory, the eighth terms
State, moving in on UCLA,conNorth Carolina also moved
ing him to intercede and stop
Murray's Los Taylor missed a
Union
College came from be- tinue to run 1-2 in the Associ- up, going from fourth to third, grade Tigers finish with a 9-3
Team
W L
free throw in the closing sec"I saw him before the fight," the fight. But Yancey didn't inhind to defeat Centre 67-62. Un- ated Press' weekly poll
in the nationwide voting from slate for the season
said Angelo Dundee of Miami, terfere.
onds.
Str.ke Out
41
13
ion stormed back from a 36-31
The top-ranked Bruins, after sports writers and broadThe Da.sies
Frazier rose unsteadily to his
37
trainer for Ali "I said,
/7
Taylor and Coleman tossed in
Lindse)'
Hudspeth
and
Jeff
halftime
deficit
clinch
to
the improving their streak to 59 casters. The Tar Heels took
Goo Dooda's
34
/9'7
'George, we want to talk to you feet and then—boom, boom
18 each for Murray and ColeOakley
shared
game
honors
as
Pin Drops
victory-, outscoring Centre 8-2 in with two victories over the over third from Maryland with
23
31
man grabbed a game-high 15
they each contributed 18 points. * after you win' and he smiled two left hooks by Foreman sent
The Flubbeys
30
31
the closing minutes.
weekend, polled 41 first-place 581 points
Go Getters
rebounds.
30
31
Raymond Sims hit the double and said, 'you know, Angie, the champion reeling to the
Grady Wilson and Larry Size- votes for 838 points
The Frrerictly Four
After Maryland, which had
27
37
digit
figures by. adding 10 you're one of my favorite floor again. For the second
lech's Rack Stone lad all more pumped in four free
Gamma Gamma
23,1 10'
The Wolfpack, meanwhile, re- 575, Long Beach State rounded points.
time, Foreman pleaded with
people
throws each in the final four maimed second but managed to out the top five with 555.
scorers with 24 points.
Nigh Team Game (SC)
Dundee was one of the few Frazier's corner to throw in the
Pin Drops
minutes
play
Morehead
of
ice
to
game
the
jumped
out to a 10654
cut into UCLA's 104-point lead
The rankings got a shake-up
Seventh Grade
experts who predicted a victory' towel but there was no reThe Maisie
623
point lead midway through the for Union. The winners hit on of last week. North Carolina after that with new positions— Murray
The Rubbers
6 8 11 15-40 for the young giant who grew sponse. Frazier rose again and
609
first half and maintained an 8
Nigh Team Game INC)
and spine new additions--in the St Thomas More 6 9 10 8-33 up in a disadvantaged
back- again a fussillade sent him into
The Flubgers
SOO
to 10-point lead throughout
remaining places
ground an Texas, once played the ropes and down to the floor
The Oa's'es
791
most of the game,. behind the College Roundup
Murray(46)—Gilliam
Indiana made the biggest
GOO Dooda's
23, hide-and-seek with the ceps and
This time Durham jumped
775
shooting of Leonard Coutter
High Team Series (SC)
.jump and San Francisco took Thurman 7, Garland 6, Perkins had his life turned
around by Into the ring. The time was 1:35
The Oases
1757
with
a
game-hig
h 30. points.
the biggest fall among the elite 3. Perry 1, Henry, A. Harrell, T. joining the Job Corps.
Goo Dooda's
of the second It was over
1670
P.n Drops
group. Indiana went from No. Harrell, Mathis, Shown, Lyles,
1656 Coulter also picked off 14
There
was a new champion.
Nigh Team Series (NC)
rebounds,
A blow to boxing's big mani16 to No. 6 after bouncing last Boyd, %bon and McReynolds.
The Dals,rs
2261
pulators,
who now must comweek's sixth-ranked team, MinThe Flubbers
Eighth Grade
7201
Western threatened at the
13.n DrOos
pletely redesign their future
THE
2199
nesota. The Gophers dropped to Murray
14 21 7 25 67
High fad Game (SC)
start of the second period, narplans, Foreman's triumph was
No. 8.
Thomas
St
Mary Smith
More
11
14
48
37
203
rowing
a 41-31 margin to )(1st
heady wine for the Jamaican
. B000.eGarr,son
San Francisco, last week's
198
points, but Morehead
H,Ida Bennett
193 four
majority an the surprise crowd
No.
10
team,
slipped
six
places
Nigh Ind Game (NC)
Murray I 671—Hudspeth
18, of 36,000 who almost filled the
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Brenda Manker
233
four apiece. Tony Byers poured to No. 16 after losing big to Oakley 18, Sims 10, Rollins
9, combination soccer field
Mary Sm.th
232
Associated Press Sports Writer in 30 points for Wake Forest.
UCLA.
and
IS THE LARGEST
Richardson 5, Lane 2, Boone 2,
11.10a Bennett
rio
cycling drome that is KingThey struck up "Hail To The
The rest of the Top Ten in- Adams
Nigh Ind Series (SC)
SELLING CIGAR
2,
Harcourt
1,
Foster,
Indiana
scored 15 straight cluded No. 7 Missouri; No.
ston's
H.Ida Bennett
National
Chief" as usual when Lefty
Stadium.
IN THE WORLD
518
9 Wells, Farley, Taylor
Mary Smith
points
and
in
a
four-minu
514
te
spurt
When
the
Driesell strolled into the arena,
battered and bleedAlabama and No. 10 Marquette. Vinson.
BObbie oary,son
SOO
ing Frazier was led to his corbut the -Maryland basketball and then coasted over Michigan
The remaining Top Twenty:
High had. Series (NC)
State.
H,Ida Bennett
Steve Downing scored No. 11 Houston; No. 12 Southner and referee Arthur Mer629
coach got some sour notes
Mary Smith
601
seven of the points during the western Louisiana
cante raised the right arm of
along with it.
; No, 13.
Jeanette Storey
595
the new champion, the crowd
High Averages
"Losing never does anybody binge and finished with 22 for Jacksonville; No.,-.14 ProviGlenda H.11
161
went wild
any
good," said Driesell, refer- the nuzht.
dence; No. 15 St. John's, N.Y.:
Jane Buchanan
161
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Wendell Hudson and Charles No. 16 Memphis State; No, 17
ring to boos he heard Monday
Jamaicans had made , Fore- ,
Mary Smith
159
BOXING
Eionb,e Garrison
Cleveland combined for 42 Kansas State; No, 18 New Mex158
man their personal hero (luring'
night.
Jane Krpoht
KINGSTON, Jamaica
155
—
the last week of his training.
Drtesell. who hasn't been too points as Alabama defeated ico; No. 19 Purdue; No. 20 Oral
11.1da B..nnett
148
George Foreman of Houston
Margaret Morton
They even cheered him when
popular at College Park lately Georgia Tech for the Crimson Roberts.
148
knocked down defending talist
Pat Scott
By The Associated Press
143
he shadow-boxed.
because of a recent crucial loss Tide's 10th straight victory.
New Mexico, Purdue and
Kay Add ,sOn
141
Joe Frazier six tunes on his
EAST .
Earlier in the day, Frazier
to Atlantic Coast Conference Hudson, who fouled out with Memphis State are this week's
way to a second-round knockout
Rider
56, Fairleigh Dickinson
colleague North Carolina State, more than five minutes to play, new teams. Dropouts include
Brooks Robinson of the Bal- victory and the new world
regained some of the popularity scored 22 points while Cleve- Vanderbilt. Florida State and 51
timore Orioles led American heavyweight championship.
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after
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Louisville.
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S. Carolina 84, DePaul 66
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Elsewhere, Duquesne stopped
The Top 20, with first place
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Florida 73, ISU 70
"We've been tight and scared Notre Dame's five-game
errors in 473 total chances.
win- votes in parenthese, season
quarterback John Unitas was
Alabama 89, Georgia Tech 83
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through games of Sat- ,,,Vanderbilt 76. Kentucky 75
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By Mike Brandon
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Mike Coleman kept Murray
State in the OVC race last night
as he put in a five tooter with
only three seconds remaining to
lift the Racers to a heartstopping 73-72 win over Tennessee Tech.
A crowd over 7,000 people sat
in stunned silence as Tech took
a 72-71 lead when ace guard
Wayne Pack hit on a layup as 16
seconds remained on the game
clock.
With only nine seconds left In
the game, Pack fouled Les
Taylor. Taylor, who had been
hitting at a .775 clip from the
charity stripe, missed the first
of a bonus and the ball fell off.

.500 pace.
first half points while Pack and a
In the junior vaz-sity game,
6-4 senior forward Rich Stone
in
Murray had an easy time
had 12 apiece for the Eagles.
Rend Lake
over
ng
rompi
half
Seven times in the second
e of Benton. Illinois 107the score was knotted as neither Colleg
Hughes and Donnie
Jeff
team could move the advantage 91.
higher than two Points.
Murray increased
spread to six points with
minutes remaining
Coleman and Barrett hit
to lift Murray to a 64-58

Wood each tossed in 30 points
while David Logan and Rick
Weisman had 17 and 11
respectively.
The Racers will host Western
Kentucky Saturday at noon in

the televised oyc Game of the
: will be no
Week. There
preliminary game. Murray- will
bring a 3-1 slata.into the match
while the Hilltoppers are in the
league cellar with an 0-4 mark.

,At

their
eight
When
goals
edge.

With 1:25 remaining in the
game, Tech pulled to within one
as 6-2 guard Al Lewis hit on a
layup to narrow the Racer edge
to 69-68. Freshman Jesse
Williams gave Murray a three
point lead with 45 seconds left
when he hit on a five footer.

•emmIlt‘r

•

Stone pulled Tech to within
Three Tech players swarmed
the ball and in their excitement, one at the 0:25 mark when he hit
Coleman simply reached in and on a layin to set the stage for the
swiped the ball away. As soon • final hectic seconds.
as the 6-6 forward got the ball,
Marcelous Starks led the
he wheeled and put up a short Racer scoring as the 6-8 junior
jumper that ripped the cords turned in a 21 point effort.
and sent the throng of Racer Coleman and Taylor each had
fans into pandemonium.
18 points. Rich Stone, who
Tech called for a time out in ca nned 11-14 from the floor, led
an effort to come up with a the Eagles with 24 while Pack
winning play But the Golden and Lewis tossed in 18 and 16
Eagles were not able to get a respectively.
shot off in time and the Racers
Once again the Racers conwere left with the win and in a
second place tie with Austin trolled the boards as Murray
had a 35-24 rebounding edge.
Peay in the conference race.
an pulled off 13 caroms to
Colem
lead
Murray jumped to a 4-0
department while
at the outset of the game and lead in the
d eight.
grabbe
Starks
hand
upper
the
maintained
throughout most of the first
Both teams were hot from the
half. By the 13151 mark of the floor as Tech hit on 35-64 for a
period, the Racers were holding ..47 while Murray was 32-64 for
tea 15-8 cushion as Coleman hit 4.140.
on a fast break layup.
MURII•Y STATE 1.1111V —411-33-73
43 IS-73
by hitting on this short jump
Throughout the next 10 TENN..... TECH
victory
into
defeat
turned
an
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MURRAY ..... uolvoiturr
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Sport Of BackgammoniConstruction
To Begin On
Enjoying Resurgence TVA Scrubber
By WILLIAM DWKE
Hugh Hefner has entered, as
TVA has announced plans to
Associated Press Writer
has actress Polly Bergen, forLAS VEGAS, Nev. 1AP) — mer baseball great Hank begin construction next month
From the European ski retreats Greenberg and Oswald Jacoby, on a major research and
demonstration project for air
of the social register set to Hol- the contract bridge columnist.
pollution control, following
lywood backlots, the ancient
Obolensky said. "A great ma- completion last
week of the
game of backgammon is enjoy- jority of our players you might
project environmental review.
ing a resurgence.
term 'goers.' they like to go to
A limestone wet scrubbing
It has spread from con,, places with action. The casino
system, designed to help in the
servative Eastern men's clubs always benefits."
national effort to develop
into the school yard and the
The game, played by the
middle-class living room, ac- Ctialdearts in 3000 BC., the processes for controlling power
plant sulfur dioxide emissions,
cording to Alexis Obolensky,
Egyptian pharoahs and the an- will be installed
on a 550,000founder o()) the International cient Romans, caught on at
kilowatt generating unit at
Backgammon Association
first in resort areas like St.
Packing portable boards; the Moritz, Switzerland, Obolensky Widows Creek Steam Plant in
northeast Alabama. TVA's
. mark of the veteran player, said.
tentative cost estimate for the
-most of the world's great backgame's
enticeOne of ) the
gammon competitors are com- ments is that a player who project is $42 million and peak
ing tere for a world champion- thinks he is leading can double construction employment is
expected to total about 300
ship ornament opening today
the stakes. If the lead changes workers.
Sum 300 figures from the so- hands, as it often does, his opA
final
environmental
cial world, the sports world, ponent can redouble. The statement describing plans for
increased
until
be
Hollywood and Europe will stakes can
the installation and for an ash
compete in the four-day tourna- they reach 64 tunes the original and scrubber wastes disposal
amount
mentsponsored by a distillery.
area is available from the TVA
"You can lose a quarter of a
Prizes to be divided among million dollars in one evening Information Office, Knoxville,
the top 18 winners in the tour- in some clubs in Europe," Ob- Tennessee.
ney are estimated to total lensky said, adding, "This used
about $100.000 And a part of to be strictly a man's game."
Lots of butzin, cuszin
the proceeds, derived from enSTORRS, Conn. II
—
The backgammon player
If all the household flies
try fees, will be contributed to moves 15 playing pieces called
the United Cerebral Palsy counters along a board with II*__hatched orren't reduced by
serious means, we'd be Fund. Obolensky said
narrow triangles, or points, on
hterally vsaist deep or deeper
Playboy Magazine publisher each side. The winner is the
in them
first one off the board. The
Reproduction of a pair of
flies, starting in April, if all
counters are advanced by a roll
lived, would result in 191
•RN
of the dice.
quintillion. 10 quadrillion flies
The game is deceptively
s Doing It Agai
by August, says Extension
simple but powerfully addic- Service Entomoligist Dr.
CLOSED WED.
tive,
Obolensky.
said
who
has
Milton Sasos at the University
I. prepare for Thur.Sak
Of Connecticut.
played it for 36 hours straight.
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Women's Clubs Federation To Hold
Annual Mid-Winter Board Meeting
LOUISVILLE—The Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs,,
annual Mid-Winter .f.tatIrd
Meeting and Conferenca will be
held at the Holiday Inn North,
Lexington, Ky., January 29, 30,
and 31, 1973. Mrs. Harold
Mullins, KFWC President, has
announced the Board Meeting
and Conference theme to be
"Infinite
Possibilities—
Awareness, Attitude, and Action."

••••••••
•
• Coll
•753-1916

of Turstee meeting, the
Southeastern Council Committee, and the Board of
Director's meeting will be held
on January 29 with Mrs. Harold
Mullins presiding.

berstup, ' will be sponsored by
the Sperry & Hutchinson
Company. The professional
LONEL TAY LOR L DAVIDSON
speakers on the panel include
the following: Mrs. Robert
Craig(); GFWC Ad Hoc StrucFRANKFORT, Ky.--"I have and 14 days of active service,
ture Committee member from
been stigmatized by recent Eno, was discharged from the
Mrs. Donald W. Darnmert, Amelia, Ohio, speaking on
reclassification by the draft Air Force because of a physical
KFWC Second Vice-president "Recruiting of Members";
board," a young man charged disability sustained in the line of
from Erlanger, Ky., will meet Rev. Robert Brown, Minister of
in a letter received recently. We duty
with the Chairmen on January Trinity Baptist Church from
shall identify the young man as
Subsequent to his discharge.
29. The meeting for the Lexington, Ky., speaking on
Enos.
Enos tried to enlist in the Army,
Governors and Vice Governors "Rentention of Members";
Obviously, an allegation of but the re-enlistment code on
will be held on January 29 with
Mrs. Howard Coronette, KFWC
stigmatization
when
the his Report of Separation barred
Registration
will
open Mrs.. John D. Miller, KFWC Leadership Development
selective service system is him from further military
Monday, January 29, at 4:00 Third Vice-president from
Chairman from Greenville, Ky.,
nit:Ming an image of undo''laity see YHAp.m.—8:00 p.m.; Tuesday, Owensboro, Ky., presiding,
speaking on "New Clubs"; and
and equity, is very disturbing.
When the draft board January 30, at 8:00
-WC AIM be a meeting en------1413,----Sue Wahlgreen, Herald
The crux of the young man's received a copy Of the discharge p.m. and 4:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.;
Leader from Lexington, Ky.,
allegation was that he had been papers, they reclassified Enos and on Wednhday, Januar3) 31, January 29 for the Junior Board
of Directors with Mrs. Wm. J. speaking on "Pubheity.".
reclassified from 1-C Enlisted to from 1-C to 1-Y.
at 8700 a.m.-11700 a.m. in the Wilson, KFWC Fourth
ViceThe Moderator of the Panel
4-F, while a co-worker, whom
Congress, in amending the main lobby.
president from Somerset, Ky.,
will be Mrs. C.B. Morgan,
we shall call Curt, was
A Pre-Executive Committee presiding.
draft law, eliminated the 1-Y
Honorary' Ky. Federation Of
presently
classified
1-H
meeting, the Student Loan
A membership panel, "Key
Women's Clubs President,
although he hada prison record. classification in late 1971.
a result of
As
this Committee meeting, the Board To The Possible For MemLeitchfield, Ky.
From these facts it is unThe afternoon session offers
derstandable why Enos was congressional action, the board
had no other choice than to
two outstanding topics of
unhappy
with
his
new
reclassify Enos into 4-F, despite
discussion following the 12:30
classification.
the fact that he had active
p.m. luncheon. Mrs. William H.
Before responding to the
military service and had made
flasebroock, Honorary General
letter, we reviewed both Enos'
a ahole-hearted effort to enlist
Federation Of Women's Clubs
and Curt's draft files.
Frances Drake
in another branch of service.
from West Point, Nebraska, will
Enos was born on Jan. 30,
speak on the "National
Had Enos postponed enlist1952. On the day following his
FOR WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 24, 1973
Dividend Plan," a new tax
18th birthday and timely ment until he had received his
reform plan that the General
Look in the section in which SAGETTARtus .
registration, he enlisted in that -lottery number," which would
Federation of Women's Clubs
Air Force. When the draft have been 268, he could have your birthday comes and find 4 Nov, 23 to Dec. 21)
itt P
Without much planetary has suggested all club women
board received official notice of had the option of staying in what your outlook is, according
assistance, you can still net top study.
his enlistment in a regular Class 1-H or performing to the stars.
In addition, Dr. Dennis
returns now but, before acting,
component of the armed forces, military service. Had he opted ARIES
plan well, be sure of facts and Martin, the Associate Director
they reclassified Enos from an for the former, after one year of (Mar 21 to Apr 201
Day may not seem to hold details, and DON'T procras- Renal Unit and Dialysis Center
prime vulnerability 1 1972) he
administrative 1-H holding
much opportunity at first, but if tinate.
General
Hospital
would
have
and
been
eligible
for
classification to I-C Enlisted.
University of Louisville and
consideration for a reduced you look closely, you will find it CAPRICORN
After completing four months
from Louisville, will speak on
priority selection group at the has many advantages. Results ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 201
Important now. Common -The State Of Nephrology In
beginning of the current year. will be largely up to YOU.
TAURUS
sense, logical analysis, ease of Kentucky." Dr. Martin's speech
As a juvenile, Curt was ( Apr. 21 to May 211
action. Regular business and will give emphasis to the
sentenced to a state correcYou may find it easier to do work matters highly favored
Kentucky
Federation of
tional institution While in the things yourself instead of Don't waste time on regrets
Women's Clubs state-wide
correctional institution Curt, depending on others who do not
AQUARIUS
project of raising funds for a
.•••ft.•
who was born on May 14, 1952. wish to cooperate. Conquer
(Jan.
21 to Feb. 191
$24,000 Nephrology Fellowship.
yourself to conquer the world,
became 18 years Of age.
Profit by past mistakes and Donations for this project may
When he was released from GEMINI
by sound advice. You have a be sent to KFWC Headquarters,
(
21)
1111111
May
0
22
to
June
the
institution
without
Don't get caught in foolish wonderful chance for ac- 1228 Cherokee Rd., Louisville,
probation. Curt reported to the
complishment but day needs the Ky. 40204,
draft board for registration as maneuvers, time-consuming, right push, steadiness
On January: 30, the Kentucky
pointless conversation. Listen
required by law.
Club Woman's Staff will meet
When the registration was and learn, and give good PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar 20)
with Mrs Thomas Suter, the
accomplished he was ad- suggestions a try.
CANCER
Tangible gains indicated if Editor of the Kentucky Club
ministratively classified 1-H,
June 22 to July 231 et) you pursue work and handle Woman from Erlanger, Ky. An
like Enos. All individual born on
Think twice before you voice obligations
without
un- "Old Fashioned Country Fair"
May 14, 1952, received "lottery that
strong opinion. You may necessary interruptions. Don't exhibit by the Chairmen will be
number" 267
need a change of words, even neglect the substantial for viewed at 4:00 p.m.
thoughts, after a second "flashy" but momentary gain.
There will be a banquet in
With the number of 267, Curt reviewing. Avoid pessimism
Holiday Hall at 7:00 p.m.
remained in Class 1-H during and contrariness.
YOU BORN TODAY are During that
time the American
the balance of his year of LEO
endowed with a bright inHeart Association Presentation
maximum vulnerability.
(July 24 to Aug, 23) `
your
1244ktk telligence although
will be presented by Mr. Lester
Day calls for better-than- leanings are more to the arM.
Nichols, the
Fund
In January of tnis year, ordinary
action
and tistically creative than to the
because of his high "lottery forethought. Returns can be purely intellectual. Your per- Organization Director of the
number", Curt was moved into fine ( though not all immediate) sonality is an outgoing one and Ky. Heart Association from
a reduced priority selection with your steady, knowing you can get along with all types Louisville.
*Also, a play, "Ladies In
cooperation.
of persons - just as long as they
group by: his local board.
INA7 U7TIE SCOUNPRfL -- Oar
are as enthusiastic and Moonlight, will be presented by
VIRGO
Under
present
regulations,
Affr_Of*-GUARP
irastalt
progressive as you are. You the, Covington Art Club. In
the local board cannot change f Aug. 24 to Sept 23
5-roar This is a day for aggressive enjoy writing, stagecraft. addition, there will be a style
classification
Enos'
However,
—I Toot( ALL net
we hope our written explanation action. Aim for your goals in a painting and traveling; CID Ablier presented by Lowenthal's
LOOT- ClEARED OUT-Y ,NEAD will at least let know that the 4- swift, sure manner. Details think best in quiet surroundings Inc., Lexington, Kentucky. And,
may not be crucially important but, when necessary, can make Miss Cohen Stapp, a student of
F is not a personal stigma.
but are still a part of the pat- speedy decisions amidst tumult, Centre College from Valley
and in emergencies. Your Station, Ky., will be the guest
tern.
A treatment in tiny?
seemingly rapid conclusions Vocalist.
LIBRA
NEV. NOR
—The (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
are
actually
based The President's get together,
Advanced Coronary TreatAn auspicious day for knowledge gained in past ob- "Come Blow
ment Foundation says the
Your Horn," will
servations.
business
ventures.
PrOteCI
This
your
is
a
importance of providing early
follow The Junior's Fun Night
period in which to give your tremendous reserves from
emergency treatment to reduce
will be presided by Mrs.
finest
performance,
inroads,
to needless
your
mortality rates resulting from
William J. Wilson, the Director
capitalize on your gift of good disposition from anxiety.
-heart attacks- was unl
of Junior Clubs from Somerset,
derlined
when
former
management.
Kentucky'.
• president Johnson suffered • SCORPIO
myocardial infarction.
On Wednesday, January 31-,
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Credit for his recovery was
the Club Presidents' Council
Counting one's blessings
attributed- largely to a mobile
Breakfast will be presided by
coronary unit sent from the makes every picture rosier, but
Mrs. John W. Shipp, KFWC
DON'T count returns you have
University
of
irginia.
First Vice-president from
not and MAY NOT receive.
However, there are only about
Mixed influences; use care in
Owensboro, Kentucky and Mrs.
a dozen cities in the nation that
maintain such units
all things.
Robert Hudson, Chairman of
the Club Presidents' Council,
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
also from Owensboro, KenFRANKFORT, Ky.—
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AUTOS FOR SALE
1967 TOYOTA station
Would .consider trading fo
Can be seen at 916 Nor
Street.
1966 FORD Fairlane 500
running condition. Good
car. Phone 767-6554.
1966 CAPRICE, all poa
conditioned. Call 489--2363
1964 CHEVROLET I
Phone owner 753-0208.
1970 VOLKSWAGEN, bl
white interior. One owner
to sell. Phone Benton 5277732.
1969 GTO, 400 cubic inc
money for school. Conta
Bogner, Apartment 9,
Apartments.
Feb

\4'

1966 SIMCA. Body in g
dawn. Good running
Phone 492-8637.
"
TRAILERS FOR rent 1,
of Murray. Phone 753-995

va

HELP WANTED
$100,00 WEEKLY possi
dressing mail for firms
part time at home,
stamped self-addressed
to Home Work Opportun
566, Ruido.so Downs, Ne
88346.
WANTED SOMEONE
with elderly lady in h
Phone 753-3882 between
and 5:00 p.m. or 489-25
2519 after 5:00p.m.
WANTED MAN or bo
time
miscellaneou
Drivers License requir
in person to Bernard
Murray Datsun.

YOUNG MAN to ope
machine approxunatel
weekly. Must be Er
nights and weekends
calls Apply Colon'
Smorgasbord.

ro?%

41L
-4°.

PART TIME or full
wanted. Apply in
Jerry's ,South 12th Str
AVON CAN brighten
with extra cash you c
an Avon Representat
great way: to end mo
selling our famous
your spare time. Ca
Collect.

An

t.•
f11
160

BEATLE BAILEY

SEMI-DRIVERS n
companys need Cer
Drivers. Earn 1 I
No experience nee
train. For applicati
636-2675, or write
American System
11125, Indianapoli.
46201.

Big Bone Lick
State Park To
Get New Pool
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FOR SALE

NOTICE

AUTOS FOR SALE

NOTICE

Another View°

KIRBY VACUUM, an upright
shag rug specialist that adjusts to
all carpets. For sales and service
phone 767-6295 or 753-0359 after
February 19C
5:00p,m.

\WILMIMLMBIWILII\IILMWIIMO

1967 TOYOTA station wagon..
Would .consider trading for VW.
Can be seen at 916 North 18th
J25C
Street.

In Order To Better Serve You . .
DEADLINES FOR ALL

1966 FORD Fairlane 500. Good
running condition. Good second
J25C
car. Phone 767-6554.

CALL
About Our

CLASSIFIED ADS
Will Be 4:00 p.m. Day Before
CLASSIFIED DISPLAYS
12:00 Noon Day Before

1966 CAPRICE, all power, air
conditioned. Call 485:2363.------J23C
1964 CHEVROLET Bel Air.
J25C
Phone owner 753-0208.
1970 VOLKSWAGEN, blue with
white interior. One owner. Priced
. to sell. Phone Benton 527.J251'
7732.

mum Shoo
4..

256 each
The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
PhOne 753-1916 -

(Effective January 29)

FOR SAI.E

FOR SALE

Soup 'N Sandwich
SPECIAL
Sat.

10 a.m. to 2_p.m. - Mon. thru
Sunday Supper after 2 p.m. • Hamburger and a
Bowl of Hot Soup, 59'-or any of our 13 Sand
a Bowl of
wiches at _Regular Price and 19' for
HotSoup,

Triangle Inn
AN641 So. 12th at Sycamore

7514953

t to
ii9SURANCE: Homeowners, TIRE SALE!!Priee subjec
ends
Sale
hand.
on
.
stock
Homes
Mobile
and
Farmowners
Best nylon
Low rates, broad coverage, Saturday, January 27.
t.E5
ArmAUCTION SALE
Excellent claim service. Check tubeless white wall tires
.of
choice.
your
,
ay
makes
Gallow
noon.
strong
“ets
buy.
--IA
you
0.
S Pe.
01.1
with us before
Nov.
154.4
#
0 11.,
by 14" or'
1-25
EXECUTRIX AUCTION, Sale, Insurance & Realty Agency. sizes 775.825, or 855
.ind. Phone 753-5842.
on rpoa
February 7C Only $15.71, plus 22.52 federal tax.
y 27i,cel:00
unis
sh Januar
oray,
Saturd
1966 SIMCA. Body in good con- ILI110111011111LNIVIIIIIIsIlkliklasIlk 181.111SIISIlkIlkWkIlkM\110
E
FOR
SALE
REAL
Best 4 ply polyester white wall
ESTAT
ER)
rain
SERVICES OFFER
dition. Good running condition.
y.
Armstrong makes. Your choice
Murra
Street,
ore
s
Sycam
905
gutter
om
INUM
bedro
J25Ne
SEAMLESS ALUM
R; three
Phone 492-8637. '
1.
44101:1E44:r 4149•4-499911
919911
Ki•-b.
.
19449914114941Ha419194-•
1
sizes G or H78 by 14" or 15".
and BY OWNE
Lola
of
Mrs.
late
the
GUTTERS INSTALLED
at
by
ed
Ky.,
manufactured and install
brick, two baths, living room,
$17.34, plus $2.81 federal tax.
Only
6421901
Phone
repaired.
Atkins Gutter Installation.
-den combination, built-in Grogan's home.
J23P kitchen
Best polyester glass belted white
om
7229.
bedro
kept
well
sell
TRAILERS FOR rent 1, mile east
753Will
or
7
753-840
rator
refrige
Murray, phone
cabinets including
makes.
new living room 899'2
of Murray. Phone 753-9957. J30C
J25C is all tires Armstrong
and stove, built-in bookcases in suite, nearly
or H78
G,
F.
sizes,
of
choice
Your
six
with
set
ast
living room, central heat arid air, suite, breakf
by 114" or 15". $20.98, plus $3.01
GENERAL HOUSE wiring. new carpet and vinyl throughout. suite, breakfast set with six
HELP WANTED
Installation or rework. No job too
no frost refrigerator, easy MOBILE HOME, 1964 model; federal tax. Best polyester steel
store room off carport, plus Sears stove,
for
Jim
Call
small.
too
chair, 4 shelf metal 10'x56'. electric heat, air con- belted white wall tire Armstrong
or
big
store house, anchored on chair, phone
February 10.x12'
9.
Electric Maid ditioning, washer, carpet, un- makes. Your choice of sizes F, G.
436-215
te.
new
t,
estima
cabine
ade
iate
possibl
Immed
LY
pad.
$100.00 WEEK
concrete
with 5 drawers derpennmg, porch, and step. or 1178 by 14" or 15"."Only $24.01,
be
uardro
,
I9NC
broiler
and
me
full
dressing mail for firmspossession. Phone anyti
J23C plus $2.74 federal tax. All tires
mirrors, Club Phone 753-9941.
with
doors
part time at home. Send a
except between 4 . 30 Friday arid and 2
carry road hazard and defective
set, other nice
cooker
num
alumi
pe
at
envelo
see
ed
or
7,
ddress
753-940
self-a
stamped
JERRY's REFINISHING & 5:30 Saturday,
place
4
Also
material guarantee. Roby Sales,
.
dishes
long
For
and
s
30".
utensil
Box
TOP,
s,
ER
J29C
CAMP
to Home Work Opportunitie
J27C
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles 1515 Kirkwood.
ay,68, Benton.
china
Highw
Village
h
Englis
Phone
of
..
setting
wide bed. Nice. $150.00
566, Ruidoso Downs, New Mexico
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Wheat Head pattern 753-036
J24P
I Japan t.
1TP
88346.
Jerry McCoy. Avner. 5021 492china. cake and preserve stand,
TFC
ONE PAIR of lined den drapes
8837.
butter dish and lid, grape design
WANTED!
for sliding doors. Also one pair of
red
and
stay
clear
to
berry bowls, blue,
WANTED SOMEONE
Estate Listings
Real
45" drapes to match Phone 753.
pieces
glass, 3 large depression
with elderly lady in her home.
FIRMS ESTIMATE on septic
J22iC
N REAL ESTATE
WILSO
2347.
10" amber dish, oil and Aladdin
Phone 753-3882 between 9:00 a.m.
tank installation. Phone 7533
753-328
4th
S.
282
pedal
489usable
or
2
8
lamps, trunk.
TFC
and 5!00 p.m. or 489-251
'7850.
piano.
SPINET-CONSOLE
J25C
machines. 4 gallon churn, 2
2519 after 5:00p.m.
Wanted responsible party to take
quilt pieces,
and
quilt
jar,
gallon
If You
over spinet console piano. ('an be
2 iron beds, 3 piece
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
NT ! PROPERTY.canned fruit.
STME
INVE
South
100
4.
small
753-391
,
WANTED MAN or boy for full
seen locally Easy terms. Write
Control, phone
lawn set, new bricks
bedroom furnished house metal
work.
at
miscellaneous
time
Credit Manager, P.O. Box 741,
iterps.
usable
ous
13th Street. -Every day you Two
numer
and
tools
with living rooni, kitchen. utility
Model 1./ (.-300
Please Phone
ate
Evansville, Indiana 47701. J29C
Drivers License required. Apply
Associ
aker,
Shoem
delay lets bugs have their
s
Dougla
room and bath, paneled walls,
Model 1.F13-300
TFC
and
in person to Bernard Steen at
n
AuctiO
way."
Shoemaker
Your
electric heat, storm windows a
J29C
29 GALLON aquarium, filter,
Murray Da tsun.
Livestock Co., in charge of sale.
ea
storm doors, newly painted:
J25C
light, top and stand, $50.00. Phone
5.
753-337
renting Phone
J25('
FOR ALL you additions- large lot 93'2'5140'. Now
753-6918 after 5.00 p.m.
Priced for
remodeling, residential or for $1013.00 per month.
YOUNG MAN to operate dish
MUSIC
Including
commercial New or old. Free quick sale at $12,750.00.
machine approximately 20 hours
WHITE PORTABLE Kitchenaid
If No Results:
soirthioric
4 beds 2 chest of drawers, kit21
753-61
Call
sher, chopping board top.
tes.
dishwa
estima
weekly. Must be free to work
-Repairng ('enter ph. 753-257 1
, electric PIANO
shoppi
chairs
NG
with
TUNI
FC
table,
r
T
-chen
Cente
condition Phone 753ing
ent
Shopp
e
l
Excell
nights and weekends No phone
Phon
Centra
J25C
Stove, electric refrigerator. rebuilding. Prompt expert sercalls Apply Colonial House
9602 or 753-1346
J30C
Shown by appointment only. vice. 15 years experience Rebuilt
753-5865
Phone
Smorgasbord
Plane John Pasco,Jr., 753pianos for sale. Ben W Dyer,
SHARP GLASTRON boat, 16'
Before 5:00 p.m.,
TR.-NC Murray, Kentucky. Phone 7537278.
Montgomery Ward
Deep Vee runabout. Boat, motor
F2C
Then
8911
PART TIME or full time help
LITE CHAIN saws and trailer Convertible top and
HOME
Sale,WednesOay only
190 ACRES; near 1-24, Barkley-4
wanted. Apply in person at
Waldrop Saw and Lock Shop, 207 side curtains. Winter priced
After 5:30 p.m. and
ed
r1 percent On all Return
February 20C Phone 753-2264 after 5 00 p.m.
Lake State Lodge and golf
Jerry's ,South 12th Street, J26C
South 7th Street
ans
-Org
os
Pian
'odds
course, only one mile to Cadiz
.129C
Until 6:30 p.m.
See why more people buy
Open till 7 00 P M
Wurlitzer than any other
and two miles to lake. Paved
all
a
fast
&
SAFE:
CE
lifeRental
REDU
your
Service
en
Sales
bright
piano
AVON CAN
road, city water, $399.00 per acre.
SALE, 1634 Miller
purchase Practice piano and
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water GARAGE
with extra cash you can earn as
10 per cent down, up to 6 years on
sday, January 24.
Wedne
,
. .1 & B Music Center,
studios
Avenue
S.
109
Store,
d
Drug
pills" Hollan
an Avon Representative. It's a
HOME
Murray, KY. 7531575
LETE
e. Blue Grass Estates II,
china cabinet
Wednesday Night
COMP
bed,
balanc
maple
Twin
J24C
4th Street.
Brent and the Men Say Shuns
great way to end money worriesP.O. Box 282, Murray, Ky.
buffet, table, 4 chairs,
te
and
Comple
NG
DELI
in
pm
REMO
9
ts
to
pm
Happy Hour 8
selling our famous produc
J26C PIANO TUNING and Repair.
, bed and
Cannot be duplicated.
LICKETY-SPLTI15'2 BOAT. motor and trailer, 45 bicycle, lawn mower
n 7 price
your spare time. Call: 443-3366
753-8712. Registered
pant suits,.
,
Cain,
clothes
Jerry
Lady's
e
.
Servic
chest.
$225.00
ut
motor.
Take-O
FREE.
H.P. electric start
FREE
F5C
Collect.
craftsman Piano Technician Phone 492-8170.
J23P coats, capes and dress, sizes 12TRIANGLE INN
N
CLUB
MARLI
BLUE
TFC
THREE BEDROOM brick house, Guild.
ESTIMATE
14. Boy's coats,suit, size 16. 1TP
two miles east of Murray. Phone
ne,
Local
.
machi
NG
needed
SINGER SEWI
SEMI-DRIVERS
J24P
753-8819.
Cherokee,
portable, one year old, perfect MOBILE HOME, 1969
companys need Certified Semi. dryer, air
ons
washer
RENT
Has
Lass
c
.
FOR
12'x52'
Musi
week.
e
per
servic
00
ware,
$30044
Bronze
Earn
RENT
on.
FOR
s.
conditi
Driver
Professional teachers of
enning and
753-0961
BRICK DUPLEX apartment
for 12. China. service for 12, plus conditioner. underp
No experience necessary, will,
Piano, organ, voice, guitar
ency SHOP FOR rent near Midway
effici
from
OOM
437-4171 or
Phone
block
BEDR
one
porch.
ng,
front
ONE
317buildi
accordion drums and band
serving pieces. 16" RCA portable
train. For application call
J25C
J29C
partial utilities paid. Phone 753-53It
c heat, wall to
8.
ent,
Electri
instruments .1 & B Music
527-716
sity.
apartm
Univer
Benton
way
day.
all
Coast
40
write
753-71
or
Phone
TV.
75,
636-26
753
Center. Murray, Ky
Phone 753e. wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
Servic
only.
girls
IR
For
p.m.
REPA
Box
S
3-.34)
P.O.
JOHN'
after
m.
Saturday and
American Syste
7575
J23C EXTRA NICE three bedroom
J26(' TEN SPEED English racer
ing-electrical-roofing and of closet space and built-in
weekdays.
11125, Indianapolis, Indiana. 9741.
kitchen Plumb
room,
living
large
or
aparthouse,
days
Each
'.
7
Western Flyer. Phone 753dressers. 75'x140
J25C
try. Phone 753-589
carpen
s
46201.
Card of Thank
.J25P
TFC ment has living room, bedroom,
and dining room, utility room, 753-7625 nights.
\ 5 N. S S 55\
9021.
75''S
n
moder
TWO BEDROOM house,
with tubexpress my deep
bath
to
and
.
t
wish
shower
I
carpor
with
bath
and
n
kitche
HISTORY of
in
kitchen, dining space, shower, shower combined. Plenty of
ed with rockwool in gratitude to the many people
7
MALE HELP wanted. Apply in two bath, large utility room.
your spring wardrobe Well insulat
ALI,
FOR
in
County
space
ay
e
Callow
Storag
7
space.
CALLO WAY
closet
DINING TABLE with matching
the ceiling, storm doors and Murray. and
person, no phone calls please. carpet-tile floors. Electric heat,
School. Phone sewing at reasonable prices
very good to me 7
Carter
so
Near
attic.
been
have
tment
who
inves
7
buffett and 4 ladder back chairs.
Good
ws.
Store,
windo
J25C
COUNTY
Murray Horne' _lc_ Auto
10 minutes from Murray in 753-5809.
J25C telephone 492-8445. .
J'27t
Phone 753-5803.
ty for only' $25,500.00. and my son Sean Burkeen during 7
J24C
proper
able.
reason
Chestnut Street.
Priced
Kirksey area.
top our two and one-half years here.
c
table
the
electri
by
two
ing
shed
Includ
publi
489Family preferred. Phone
personal
furnished
ROOM
325 POUND listed boar hog. .
hot water heaters, 2 electric There have been many
J24C THREE
in
sses 7
2405.
Times
kindne
&
r
Ledge
.124C
sional
•
profes
ic
apartment. Couples only. Phone BULLDOZER WORK, trucking stoves
electr
and
-2.--and
Phone7.:13-401ii_
753-6524 after 4:08 p.m. Available also bank gravel, fill dirt and refrigerators. Also furnished given me that I shall never
been
has
1931.
J25C topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138.
spent five
AUTOS FOR SALE
February 10.
with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with forget. Since I have
TEX
ng three
p.m.
finishi
5:00
y,
reprinted and may be CREOSOTEli POIES and penta
after
1
Murra
354-816
in
00
or
$2,400.
years
for
g
rentin
Now
.
Full Time
8
chairs
n
statio
EN
SWAG
:967 VOLK
y is my 7
treated lumber. Also sty roli.ian
house.
per year. Shown by appointment degrees and since Murra
7 obtained by sending...
wagon. Inquire at 1604'7 Miller FOUR ROOM furnished
WAITRESS
WILL STAY with elderly person, only. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753- son's birthplace, I am certain we
2
logs for dock flotation. Murray
or
I
with
couple
Avenue. If not there, leave name Prefer married
day or night. Can provide 7278.
TFNC -will always have ties to Murray
Apply in Person at
Lumber Company. 114 Maple
to
753Phone
n.
tax
childre
J25P
25'
small
plus
5.00
and number.
references. Call collect 522.11: •
ay County.
Callow
and
J25P
Street.
6166.
J23NC
3167.
thank you to Mr.
l
specia
A
Co.
nt
V8,
Kentucky Repri
1967 COUGAR, by owner.
BY • OWNER; four bedroom Robert Rowan and Drs. Ben
ACTOR v fresh
BELTON E
automatic, two new tires. Good FOUR ROOM house on highway
Sta.
with large den, large Humphreys, Bill Ernener. Tom
Univ.
1072
home,
Box
es for all make
batteri
aid
g
hearin
1608
Ex.
at
condition, $750.00. See
MAN NEEDS WORK
'near Coldwater Phone 436e patio, utility room, maple Holcomb arid Don Rye for their
privat
I >rugs. .124C
Wallis
aids.
g
Ky.
y,
hearin
Murra
West Main, Apartment 2 or phone 5449.
J25P perienced in various fields cabinets, dishwasher, garbage assistance in my counseling
m4
zswo
eisi
J29C
J23C
3.
Phone 435-517
753-7527.
5
disposal. Close to Carter and career.
thing like
LE HOME, 1970, two " EVE:11 USED any
SchooLs. Priced to sell.
all I wish to thank MOBI
four room furof
Middle
most
Lustrc
QUITE
NICE
Blue
And
of
users
say
ed,
a."
bedroom, 12'x65', carpet
SPORTY 1958 Ford Fairlane 500 nished apartment, carpeted,
Bank loan available to right Harold, Maryljn, Trina and
r. Rent electric
SAI.F,OR LEASE
cleane
FOR
split
carpet
den,
condoors,
ent
glass
excell
In
double
Sport 2 door.
Belaire
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or Donna Swift and J.B. and Jo,
l heat and air and garage.
n, and bay window in 'Shampooer $1.00. Big K.
new. 31,000 centra
TFC
dition. Like
Burkeen, for level kitche
2 nights.
Phone 753Dennis
753-634
ce.
e
and
entran
Privat
Patsy
..
(*enter
ng
Shoppi
and
living room, utility room
guaranteed actual miles. Phone 4591.
For Sale Or Lease
J24C
.127C
giving my son the only family life
Extra
J25P
753-5208.
, Grocery Store Doing
bedroom he's ever had in Calloway outside storage building.
P'2 ACRES, with four
only'.
tment
appoin
Good Business and Living
by
house, all electric heat, and oi' County. Sean will never forget nice. Shown
DUPLEX APARTMENT, two
Quarters
J31C 24 GOS'SdpoiellieFl. J23C
•
53-9675.
insulated storm windows. you, nor will I. God bless you all Phone7
ms, central heat and air,
stove,
bedroo
P0 Box 521,MOtraY, K Y
vinyl
ham,
Broug
1971 FORD LTD
garage, utility room and fruit Sincerely, ceramic tile bath, washer and
Will Take Trade-lo
Book MOBILE HOME, 1972 model
roof, new tires. Locally owned. dryer hook up, built in stove.
J22- COMPLETE SET of World
closet and wash house, 12.x20.., Angela Burkeen Wilkins
year- 12'x55', two bedroom, all electric
three
and
s.
opedia
encycl
Phone 753-9690 between 5:00 and $125.00 per month plus utilities
one mile east , New Providence. Z3C
J2:5P
books. Like new. Phone 753and air conditioning. Phone 7537:00p.m.
TFC
Also 4 acres at New Concord; five
Phone 753-7850.
PEST CONTROL
.12.3C 9654.
J23C
6588.
all
house,
veneer
bedroom brick
LOST & lot NI)
*
con
electric. inseslated, air
Pt
n dining
sprayed for
AVERAGE Wilk:
walLearpetifig....UOST: 1972 South Mikshall girl's EIGHT PIECE 'Italia
t'llilllJAHUA, -10 , months old.
-.no •
4iiiiionedr-wak
•
.10104118Y-41-.1.-Chevmlat
..
I
-only one yea' old.
o
ouse
tee.
ni
ri,on
guaran
orbedrOo
x
.
-seho
.
two
high
l
4-whee
Priced
kes,
AK('registered. Phone 41S, i 'ility.
garage.
t,
pftwer sterring,bra
carpor
usje,
a
t
bough
Per month. Located in HIles monthly contract rewired. to sell Call for ,appointrnept. Lost in vicinity of South 1.0.A. iteaasakcfep
5461.
drive, 350, 4-speed. May be seeti4
J24C
J23C erailer. Phqoe 753-0592.
Available. Superios Exterminating, CornCourt.
,-Trailer
J23P Phone 753-6314.
Gardie Jones 436-2153.
at Mannis‘Mathts Shop on 4th
436-2224. J23P pony. Phone 753-7266
Phone
1.
ry
Februa
3
J251
Street or phone 753-8407.
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1969 GTO, 400 cubic inches. Need
money for school. Contact Dean
Bogner, Apartment 9, Hales
February 1P
Apartments.

•
•

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
Phone 753-1916

t

To improve your television
reception, your Cablevision

Service will be Interrupted
between the hours: 9:00 a.m.
to 11:00 a.m. for the next few

days. We appreciate your patience.

I

Murray Cablevisioni
Miss Your Paper

Lowrance
Fish Locator

Paper Carrier
First

138"
Murray Home
8 Auto Store

TV Service
Center

753-1916

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

753-7278

Bill Houghton

Help Wanted

Jerry's
Restaurant

STORING IT
MAKES WASTE!

r

SELLING IT
MAKES CASH!'

Place Your
Classified Ad
Now

/53;1916'

TV Towers
Rotors
Antennas
Wholesale Prices

.a.Ammigremmti,..tisloit,

4

• elb
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President Johnson . .
(Congested from Page 1)
an autopsy on Johnson's body
late Monday night and listed
the official cause of death as
coronary thrombosis.
Hieger's autopsy showed that
the former president had severe coronary' artery disease,
with complete occlusion - closure - of two of three major
arteries to the heart A third
artery was about 60 per cent
occluded.
The former President had a
history of heart trouble dating
to 1955. He suffered what was
termed as a major heart attack
in April 1972 and was hospitalized with chest pains last
July.
With him at death were three
Secret Service agents, Dr. David J. Abbott of Johnson City,
the plane's pilot and the wife of
the foreman of the sprawling
LBJ ranch, to which he retired
after leaving the White House.

The news of Johnson's death
drew immediate tributes from
the White House, the halls of
Congress and the streets of
America.
"No man had greater dreams
for America," said Nixon, leading the nation in tribute. "Even
as we mourn his death, we are
grate-41 for his life, which did
so much to make those dreams
into realities."
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey,
the vice president under Johnson, termed the Texan "a
strong man who cared for the
weak.
"No man gave more to the
struggle for human rights nor
asked mertoof us in the battle
as,amst .recisin and
discrimination," said Humphrey.
In Los Angeles, Willis Edwards, the 26-year-old black
student body president of Cal
State University who went to
Vietnam as a draftee, said:
-1 don't blame Lyndon JohnAs Johnson was flown to San son for being sent to Vietnam.
Antonio, his wife, Lady Bird, He came in at a trying
was controted by radio tele- time.... I think history will
phone in a car about a block show him to be one of the
from the 1.11J Library, about 80 greatest presidents ever in the
miles from the family ranch. field of civil rights and social
She immediately went by heli- legislation."
copter to San Antonio, arriving
Johnson's death came 28 days
at Brooke hospital before her after that of former President
husband's body.
A family Harry S. Truman, leaving the
spokesman said Mrs. Johnson nation without a living former
had prepared breakfast for the chief executive. Nixon ordered
former president before going flags on all federal buildings,
to Austin on business. The already lowered to mark Truspokesman quoted her as say- man's death, flown at half staff
Ing, -Ills health seemed no dif- for 30 days following Johnson's
ferent than it had been death
recently. He seemed a bit quiAt a news conference in Auseter but was In good spirits.**
tin several hours after JohnAfter spending more than an son's death, Torn
Johnson, a
hour in San Antonio, Mrs. John- former business,
associate and
son returned to Austin and news secretary
not related to
joined her daughter, Luci, and the family,
gave this account of
son-in-law, Patrick J. Nugent, the seizure.
for the return to the family
At 4:50 p.m. EST, Johnson.
ranch to discuss funeral arwho routinely took a nap after
rangements
The Johnson's other daugh- lunch, called the ranch switchter, Lynda, and her husband, board and asked that a Secret
Charles S. Robb, made plans to Service agent be sent to his
fly to Texas from Charlottes- bedroom. Agents Ed Nowland
ville, Va., where robb is a third- and Harry Harris dashed 100
year law student at the yards from their quarters with
University of Virgules. A plane a portable resuscitator They
arrived in about two minutes
was presided by President
and began to treat the former
Nixon
president. The third agent,
Mike Howard, arrived within
minutes and the trio attempted
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation
and external heart massage.
'They found Johnson lying on
his back, on the floor next to
- Claude Jones. 75, died his bed," Torn Johnson
said.
Monday morning at 4'30 o'clock "They said it appeared
he was
in the Community Hospital, dead."
Mayfield. He was a resident of
Unable to revive Johnson. the
108 East Farthing, Mayfield. agents summoned
Abbott and
Survivors include his widow, with Mrs. Dave
Malacheck and
Mrs. Claudine Jones; two sons, pilot Barney Hewitt,
they set
James(Buck) Jones. Mayfield, out for San
Antonio in the Johnand Robert C Jones, Memphis, son plane
Tenn.; two daughters, Mrs. Ann
Abbott pronounced Johnson
Arnith, Mayfield, and Mrs. Pat dead after
the aircraft landed
Gingles, Nashville, Tenn.
at San Antonio The finding was
Also surviving are three confirmed
aboard the plane by
sisters, Mrs. Vera Clark and Dr George
McGranahan. who
Miss Ruby
Jones, both of took over as Johnson's personal
Paducah; Mrs. Willie Vincent, physician
last July
Statesville, Indiana: fourteen
It was aboard a plane-in Dalgrandchildren and three great
las on Nov 22, 1963 that Vice
grandchildren
President Johnson was sworn
Private funeral services were in as
36th President of the
conducted today at 11 a.m. at United States
after Kennedy
Byrn Chapel, Mayfield. with was
gunned down during a moRev. Charles Dinkins of- torcade
through city streets.
ficiating. Burial was in Johnson,
who was riding in the
Highland Park Cemetery.
motorcade behind Kennedy,
Pallbearers were John A. was not
injured.
Jones, Gather Brewer, Hal
Anderson, Bobby Smith, Jeffery
Jones. and Pat Gingles.

Claude Jones
Passes Away

Peace Pact...

(Coatinued from Page 1)
still not clear how the Saigon
government and the Viet Cong
would sign, a'S Lam has said he
will not accept any document
bearing the name of the Viet
Cong's provisional revolutionary government, while the Viet
Miss Carolyn T. Veal, a Cone has said it refuses to sign
resident of 849 South Third under any other name
Street, Mayfield, died at 2:30
Neither South Vietnam nor
a.m. Sunday at Baptist the Viet Cone
took part in the
Memorial Hospital in Memphis, meeting.
Tennessee.
White House Press Secretary
She is survived by three
sisters, Miss Hattie Vea, Ronald I. Ziegler also anMayfield, Mrs. Carl Hudspeth, nounced a short time later that
Raleigh, North Carolina, and Kissinger was returning to
Mrs. Chester Morris, Detroit, Washington. He made the anMichigan; two brothers, Walter nouncement through an unusual
N. Veal and Guy R. Veal, of 'Fri telephone conference call to
The Associated Press, United
Also surviving are two Press International and Reunephews, John F'. Morris, ters.
The announcement of KissinDetroit, Michigan, and William
V. Morris, Niles, Ohio three ger's return came amid reports
Richard of a possible final peace settleMrs.
nieces,
North ment but Ziegler would not
Russell, Raleigh,
Carolina, Mrs. Glen Stimson comment on the substance: of
and Mrs. Patricia Griffith, both the talks. Neither would he say
of Mayfield; eleven great nieces what progress, if any, had been
made.
and nephews.
Funeral services will be
It was Kissinger's and Tho's
_conducted today at two p.m. at first meeting there, their pre_Roberts Chapel Mayfield by" vious rfegotiations baving.been
Rev. Johnston - Miley of 'lield in Suburban villas with
Greenfield, Tennessee. each acting as host alternately.
Pallbearers will be Dan Some observers concluded that
Garrott, Hubbs Waller, Joe B. the move was another inVenable, Harlan Ea ey, dication that agreement was
1,,D.Drowns, and Jim S
near.

Services Today For.
Carolyn T. Veal
At Roberts Home
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Marshall Jones Is
Luncheon Speaker

Poster Child...
(Gleamed from Page I)

Time will tell if the surgery
Marshall Jones,,, former
Ambassadqr to Malawi, will pe was a complete success, but if
one can judge by Beth's present
the 1230 Wednesday luncheon
condition, she will have a
speaker at the United Campus
Ministry. "Foreign Aid-lioon healthy, active, normal future.
or Boondugle^" will be the Most mothers boast when their
babies attempt to get up on all
theme of his presentation.
Residents of Murray since fours and crawl, and Kathy
1971. after his retirement from McCallon is understandably no
exception.
the Diplomatic Service, Mr.
Every year about 250,000
Jones is a native of Columbus,
American
babies are born
Indiana. He received his B. A. in
damaged in some way. That is
political science from DePaus;.
700 babies a day; seven per cent
University, and also attended
of all live births. Every other
the University of Colorado and
minute a child is born hanHarvard Business School.
chcapped and in need of help.
After serving in World War II
A birth defect doesn't happen
as a Major in the Army' Air to just one person-it happens to
Forces, he joined the Veterans a while farnily:-Kri- entire
Administration. He moved to
family niwY state emotional,
the State Department in 1951; social, and financial strain as a
served
Israel, resillt of one member's hanand
in
Yugoslavia, and Korea.
dicap It thus becomes a family
In 1965 President Johnson with a handicap. The March of
appointed Mr. Jones Am- Dunes is concerned with the
bassador Extraordinary and problems of these families as
Piempotentiary to the Republic well as with the prevention of
of Malawi ) former British-) birth defects.
Colony of Nyasaland_ in. East
In the past year, the March of
Africa 1.
The 12130 Wednesday Lun- Dimes has offered aid to four
cheon is open to the public. Cost such families in Calloway
of the meal is 75 cents and for County. Over one third of the
further information phone 753- funds collected locally remain
here in the county to be used for
treatment of local children born
with birth defects. The money is
given to the families according
to their need, and it is used for
hospitalization, drugs, vaccine
and any special equipment the
child may requtre. Any baby
The Zeta Department of the born here who may need March
Murray Woman's Club will hold of Dimes aid is referred to the
its regular monthly meeting on Paducah office by the attending
Thursday, January 25, at 7.30 physician.
pm. at the club house
Last year the local chapter
"Women and Physical Fit- also gave a three hundred dollar
ness" will be the subject of the scholarship to the Murray State
program to be presented by Speech and Hearing Clinic to be
Mrs Tom Rowlett and Mrs. given to a student who would
Franklin Fitch. Members are eventually be helping children
asked to wear suitable clothing with speech and hearing birth
so they may take part in the defects.
exercise program if they desire,
The rest of the funds are put
Mrs. Ruth Blackwood, program into research and programs for
chairman. said
prevention of birth defects. Last
Hostesses for the meeting will year tee march of Dimes spent
be Mrs Maurice Ryan, Mrs. four and a half million dollars
Dick Sykes, Miss Louise Lamb, on genetic research, and more
Mrs. A.H. Titsworth, and Mrs. money is needed if this research
Hugh Goukl.
is to continue.
Diana Beth McCallon is a
lucky little girl, because she
could be helped. She has
benefited from the money given
by the March of Dimes for her
care in Lexington, and from the
research done by the March of
The Murray Sub-District Dimes in the
treatment of
United
Methodist
Youth children barn with open spine.
Fellowship will meet Thursday,
Others are not so fortunate.
January 25, at seven p.m. at the More than
138,000 children and
Dtxter-Hardin „United adukts die
because* of birth
Methodist Church. The council defects
every year, and nearly
still meet at 630 p.m.
500,000
stillbirths
and
Stan Key who is associated miscarriages
each year are
with the Calloway County Farm thought
to be due to defective
Bureau Insurance Agency will fetal development.
be the guest speaker. Key is a
The March of Dimes is
graduate of the University of combating
these devastating
Kentucky, Lexington, where he figures with professional
and
was a member of the basketball public
health
education,
team.
medical service and research
Chuck
Guthrie,
Youth programs. Their ultimate aim
Director of the First United is to
eliminate birth defects and
Methodis Church, Murray, and they need your
support.
David Garrison will discuss
parts of Phase IV of Key '73 and
the part for youth participation.
Miss Karen
Johnson,
president, invites all interested
persons to attend.
Funeral services for Mrs
Robert Morals, sister of Mrs,
James Roberta) Ward of
Murray, were held Saturday at
ten a.m. at Ralston, Nebraska,
Mrs. Morals died January 17
following an extended illness.
The 'Republican Women's
Survivors are her husband,
Club will meet Wednesday, Robert Morals, four daughters,
January 24, at 7:30 p.m. in the and one son, all of Ralston,
community room of the Murray Nebraska. two brothers and
Federal Savings and Loan four sisters including
Mrs.
Association, Main and 7th
Ward of 406 North 12th Street,
Streets.
Murray. Local survivors also
Steve Hamrick will explain include a nephew, Bob Ward,
the re-registration for all voters and a niece, Miss Betty Jo
which will take place according
Ward,
to the new election rules and
regulations.
All interested persons are
urged to attend, a club
spokesman said.

Zeta Department To
Hold Regular Meet

Methodist Youth
Fellowship To Meet

Sister, Mrs. Ward
Dies After Illness

Republican Club To
Meet On Wednesday

Memorial To Host
Library Conference

Memorial Baptist Church will
host a Library Training Conference in the Blood River
Baptist Association, to be held
by the Southern Baptist Sunday
School Board of Nashville,
Tenn., January 25-27.
Immanuel Lutheran Church,
Th conference will be led by
15th and Main, recently elected
new officers for 1973. They are James Rose, Church Library
Charles McMillen, president; Consultant. Rose, a native, of
Jack Benton vice-president; Carlisle County and a graduate
Palmer • Peterson, secretary; of the University of Kentucky,
FA Hanle!, treasurer; Arnold was pastor of the Stanton
Ronna, financial secretary; • Baptist Church for four years.
The meetings will be held
Sarah Finzer, sunday school
superintendent; and Louis from 1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. on
Williams, trustee.
Thursday, Jan. 25; from 9 a.m.
In other action recently, te 4 p.m. Friday; and 9 aim. to
Immanuel released 55 of its. 12 riqpn Saturday.
members
form the new
All .pgraons- interes
.1n
congregatiA of Clutleri,titheri thurch Library, work
'
are
Church in. Paris, Tennessee, welcome
to .aitencla a
Since November 1971, this had spokesman said. The
conbeen a preaching station of the ference is open to all
religious
Murray congregation.
groups.

Immanuel Church
Names New Officers

W. M. Whitnell's
Funeral Services
To Be Wednesday
The funeral for William M.
Whitnell of Murray Route Four
will beheld Wednesday at 2:30
p.m at the chapel of the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Horne with
Dr Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., and
Dr David Roos officiating.
Interment will be in the
Murray Cemetery with the
arrangements by the
J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
Whitnell, age 68, died Monday
at 520 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was a,prominent farmer of the
I,ocust _Grove conununitynd
was a member of the First
United-Methodist Church. _He
was born March 11, 1904, in
Calloway County and was the
son of the late William L.
Whitnell and Tennessee Swann
Whitnell.
Survivors and his wife, Mrs.
Sallie Starks Whitnell of
Murray Route Four; three
sisters, Mrs. Homer Pogue of
Denver,Colorado, Mrs. A.L.
Rhodes and Miss Mayme
Whitnell, both of Murray; two
brothers, Marvin and Barnard
Whitnell, both of Murray

Rites Are Today
For Mail Carrier
%D. Holt, 78, died Sunday at
950 pin in the Community
Hospital A retired mail
carrier, he was worthy patron
of the Eastern Star Chapter 443,
a member of Mayfield Lodge
369, Mayfield Council 39,
Mayfield Cotrunandery 49, and
Mayfield Chapter 69.
He is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Nina Lee Holt; one
daughter, Mrs. Charles Grant,
Farmington; one sister. Mrs.
Nora Lee Keeler, Providence,
Ky.: two grandchildren and
three great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
today at two p.m. at Byrn
Chapel, Mayfield, with Rev.
Harry Yates officiating. Burial
will
be
Farmington
in
Cemetery.
' Pallbearers will be Kent
Berkley, David Lookofsky, Bill
Cates, Roy Perkins, Coy Brent,
Hoyt Mangrurn.
Masonic rites were held
Monday at Byrn Funeral Home.

Sister local
Persons Dies
At tare Home
Mrs. Belle Meadows, 72, died
Sunday at 10 10 a.m. at Green
Acres Personal Care Home. A
former resident of 214 East
Willow Drive, May-field, she
was the widow of Manuel
Meadows.
She is survived by three stela
sons, Paul Meadows, Akron,
Ohio; Aubrey Meadows, Akron,
Ohio, and Alton
Meadows,
Cairo, Illinois; one daughter,
Mrs. A.L. Cochran, Royal Oak,
Michigan; four step daughters,
Mrs. Jimmy McBee, Graves
County, Mrs. Dorothy Crittendon and Mrs. Monies Boyd,
both of Mayfield, Mrs James
Wallington, St. Louis, Mo.
Also surviving are two
brothers, Jim Waters, Calloway
County and Ernest Waters,
Murray; one sister. Mrs. Clara
Howard, Calloway County; two
grandchildren and seven great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
Wednesday at one p.m. at Byrn
Chapel, May-field, with Rev.
Thorns Gurbbs and Rev. Don
Cooper officiating.
Burial will be in Cuba Church
of Christ Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Charles
Howard, Billy Howard, Robert
Johnson, S .1 Waters, Hubert
Paschall, and Elmo Williams.
Friends may call at Byrn
Funeral Home until the funeral
hour

TUESDAY-JANUARY 23, 1973

Mrs. Watkins
Expires Today

(('ontinued from Page 1)

Mr. Cummins says also that
"Green onions grow well as
Mrs. Corte Whitlow Watkins above. Maybe 1 ant asking too
of Almo Route One passed away much, however I am spending a
this morning at 5:25 at a nursing lot of money and time and what
home at Paducah. She was 93 helps others, helps you and I.
years of age.
This will also be feed for our
Survivors are two daughters, scarce and hungry song birds
Mrs. Ruby Hubbs and Mrs. for many years. Kentucky has
Geneva Pace, both of Paducah; been good to me and I love it. I
one son, Orval Whitlow of Ahno hope to leave it a little better
Route One; two step daughters, than when I found it,
Mrs. Hershel! Waggoner and somehow."
Mrs. Edgar Norwood, both of
Benton; one step son, E.G.
"Whatever mitigates the
Watkins of Detroit, Mich.; four woes, or increases the hapgrandchildren; eight great piness of others, this is my
grandchildren.
criterion of goodness; and
The funeral has been whatever injures society at
scheduled for Thursday at two large, or any individual in it,
pan, at the chapel of the J.H. this di my. measure. of
Churchill Funeral Home with iniquity"., Robert Burns.'
Rev. Willie Johnson officiating.
Burial will be in the Spring
We watched a program about
Creek Cemetery with the the Wild Dogs of Africa last
arrangements by the J.H. night with great interest Some
Churchill Funeral Home where folks may think it was cruel and
friends may call after six p.m. merciless, but this is nature's
way. The fittest survive and the
today (Tuesday).
weak perish . It should be noted
that most animals kill no more
than they need for food. It
should also be noted that the
steak are killed out which
means that the strongest survive and continue the species.
In this
manner
animals
represent their species.

Mrs. Darnall
Dies Sunday
At Age 51

Marjorie Darnall, 51, Benton,
The actions of the dominant
Route One, died at 11130 a.m. female in the Wild Dog Pack in
Sunday at Benton Municipal killing off the offspring
. of
Hospital of a self-inflicted another female also represents
gunshot wound, according to nature's way of limiting
the size
Marshall County Coroner Jess of the pack. This sort of thing
Collier.
has been going on for ten times
Collier said Mrs. Darnall shot ten thousand years.
-herself about 10:30 a m.
Sunday at her home The family
She: "Darling tomorrow is
reported that Mrs. Darnall had our tenth anniversary.
Shall I
been despondent for some time 11111 the turkey'
He: "Why kill
due to ill health, Collier said.
the turkey for something that
A Methodist, Mrs. Darnall is happened ten
years ago'
survived by her husband, John
Mason Darnall of Benton, Route
Candidate:" How did you like
One; daughter, Mrs. Don Parr
of Metropolis, Ill.: son, Larry my speech on the agriculture
Donovan of Paducah; her problem" Farmer "Not bad
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mark Mister, but a good day's rain
Fletcher of Smithland; two would do a lot more good,"
sisters, Mrs. Gladys Norris of
We finally moved a small
New Mexico and Mrs. Helen
Warfield of Bowling Green; and Cedar tree winch came up
two brothers. George and behind some Azaleas next to the
Wayne Fletcher of Smahland. house Scooped the entire root
Funeral
services
are system up and put in out in the
scheduled today at two p.m. at yard where it could get sun all
Collier Funeral Chapel, genteel, day long
with Rev. A.L. Fresher officiating. Burial will follow in
Union Hill Cemetery near
Hardin.

Final Rites Held
For Miss Roberts
Final rites for Miss Arnrna
Roberts, Murray Route Three,
were held Monday at 230 p.m.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. Lake Riley and Bro. Ray
Grimmit officiating. The song
service was by members of the
Friendship Church of Christ
where she was a member
Serving as pallbearers were
Clyde Phelps, Dock Boggess,
Dallas Holland, William
Duncan, Newman Grogan, and
Torn Ed Travis. Burial was in
the Temple Hill Cemetery with
the arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Miss Roberts, age 79, died.
Saturday at six p.m at the
Hilltop Nursing Home, Kuttawa. She was a retired
saleslady'
at
I.erman's
Department Store and also was
a former clerk at Boone
Laundry and Cleaners.
The Murray woman is survived by her stepfather, Jim
Whitlock of Murray Route
Three; half sister, Mrs. Mary
Nobles of Providence; half
brother, Rudy Whitlock of
Eddyville.

Candidates...

i Continued from Page 1)
has 'practiced law locally with
his father, George E. Overbe'y,
Sr , and his brother, since 1962.
He was elected to the post of
city prosecutor in 1965, and was
voted city judge in 1969. He took
office as judge in 1970.
Bazzell has been employed at
Tappan for 14 years. He is a
graduate of Kirksey High
District 13 of the Kentucky School.
His father, Dewey L. Bazzell,
Nurses Association will meet
Thursday, January 25, at 6:30 was also a magistrate, andp.m. at the Kentucky Maid Bazzell feels- he has the exRestuarant on Highway 68 near perience
to
adequately
Draffenville for a dinner represent the people of his
meeting.
district as magistrate. Bazzell,
Richard H. Lewis, attorney 33 said he feels the people are
*id state representative, will "Thinking younger," and that
sileak on "Legislation and he has atlesire to serve all the
'Nursing."
'people in,ditedistrict.
a
All reembere are urged• to
Some of the candidate, were
at*nd. A special invitation is, 'not' available for backgroutat
extended to all. non member,
'information, and stories' on
registered nurses and nursing these and other persons Who file'
students.
will be published at a later date

Nurses Of District
To Meet Thursday

Seen & Heard ...

Former Hazel
Resident Dies
On Monday
Death claimed Mrs. Iva
Scarbrough, formerly of Hazel,
Monday morning at a nursing
home at St. Louis, Mo. She was
79 years of age.
Mrs. Scarbrough was the wife
of Johnson Scarbrough who died
in 1963, and is survived by one
son, Franklin Scarbrough of St.
Louis, Mo.
The deceased was born
September 19, 1893, in Graves
County and was the daughter of
the late James Camp and
Perneha Copeland Camp.
Mrs. Scarbrough was a
nieniber.of the Hazel Church of
Christ where funeral services
will be held Wednesday at two
p.m. with tiro. Eddie Cluck
officiating.
Burial will be in the Green
Plain Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where
friends may call.

McClure Has
Attack; Wife
Hospitalized
Edward McClure, Benton, son
of
Mr and Mrs. Crawford
McClure, 607 South 9th Street,
Murray, suffered a heart attack
on Saturday morning about
three o'clock and is now in the
Cardiac Care Unit of the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. s

flls Wife, Dorothy, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Hopkins of
Almo Route One, also a
patient at the same hospital, is
continuing to show improvement from injuries
sustained in an automobile
accident on Friday, December
22,
Both Mr and Mrs. McClure
their daughter, Mrs I.yhdOD
) Rosemarie ) Henderson, and
their son-in-law, Lyndon
Henderson, Mayfield Route Six,
were injured in a two car accident on U.S. Highway 641, one
mile south of Benton
Mrs McClure suffered a
concussion, both arms broken,
and other cuts and bruises and
has been hospitalized since that
time Mr. McClure had an injury of the respiratory system
and was hospitalized at the
Paducah'hospital at that time,
but had been released He was
at home at the time of his heart
Mrs. Lora Lillian Rogers of attack on Saturday morning
101 North 17th Street, Murray,
Both Mr. and Mrs. Henderson
succumbed Monday at 4:10 p.m. were hospitalized at the Benton
at the Convalescent Division of Municipal Hospital for several
the Murray-Calloway County day's after the accident,
Hospital.
however they are both still
She was 86 years of age and receiving treatment for their
the wife of Ed S. Rogers who injuries.
died in 1942. Born July 3, 1886, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late William
Carroll Chambers and Lou An
Wilkins Chambers. She was a
member of the Salem Baptist
Church.
Mrs. Rogers is survived by
three daughters, Mrs. Caleb
Guy William Bucy, father of
Ruth) Parks of Louisville,
Mrs. D.C. ( Anabelle) Stone of J.T. Bucy of Murray Route One,
Murray Route One, and Miss passed away Monday at five
Laura Lou Rogers, 101 North p.m at the Henry County
17th Street, Murray': four sons, General Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
Will Stanton Rogers of 907 He was 77 years of age and a
Meadow
Lane,
Murray, resident of Route One,
Wallace Rogers of Murray Springville. Tenn.
The deceased was a retired
Route Seven, Charles Ed
farmer and a member of Point
Rogers of Viena, Va., and
Harry Hinson of Morristown. Pleasant Baptist Church. He
Tenn.; sixteen grandchildren; was born August 2, 1895, in
eighteen great grandchildren. Henry County' and was the son
Funeral services will be held of the late John Samuel Bucy
Wednesday at eleven a.m. at and Lilly May Williams Bucy.
the chapel of the J.H. Churchill He and his wife, the former
Funeral Home with Rev. Kate Wainscott, who survives,
Herbert K. Sorrell officiating. were married April 8, 1917.
Survivors in addition to his
Interment will be in he Salem
wife are one daughter, Mrs.
Cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the J.H. F.F. Wells. Jr., of Springville.
Churchill Funeral Home where Tenn.; six sons, Johnny R. Bucy
of Lincoln; Neb., Carlos Bucy
friends may call.
and Pete Huey, both of Paris,
Tenn., J.T. Bucy of Murray,
Billy Bucy of Royal Oak, Mich..
and Dicky Huey of Chicago, Ill
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. Hattie Whitworth
and Mrs. Nell Bucy, both of
Mrs. J.W. Ingram, a former Paris, Tenn.', and Mrs. Mildred
resident of Murray, died I.yzen of George, Iowa; three
Thursday evening in a hospital brothers, F,tois Bucy and
in Seattle, Washington. Her Homer Bucy, both of Paris,
death was due to a heart con- Tenn., and Bill Bucy of
dition.
Paducah; seventeen grandShe is survived locally' by a children; seven great granddaughter, Mrs. Henry (Marie) children.
Holton, a grandson, Michael
Funeral services will be held
Holton, and a granddaughter, Wednesday at 1:30 ,p.m, at
'Miss Patsy Wilton.
1,eDon Chapel, Ridgeway
. Funeral - services Will be Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
• condiacted
Thursday,
at Grandsons will sense as
Houston, Texas. The family pallbearers and burial will be in .
requests that in -lieu of flowers the Buck Williams Cemetery
that donations be made to the near Paris. Friends May call at
person's church.
the funeral home.

Death Claims
Mrs. Rogers At
Local Hospital

Father, J. T.
Bucy, Expires
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